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We've watched
LG's 2.5mm-thick
super screen!
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Upgrade all aspects of your life with our killer
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4K TRAVEL CSCs

P R E S E N T S…

New tech with the power to dent the universe

B R AGI TH E DA S H PRO
The original Bragi The Dash was a bit of a revelation. Gone was the tethering of a conventional wireless
headphone, and in its place separate units for each ear. They also offered incredible sound via balanced
speakers, passive noise cancelling and up to six hours of play on the move. But Bragi just raised the game. Again.
The newly released Dash Pro takes things one step further. While the Dash was designed primarily to enable you to listen
to music, the Dash Pro headphones are way smarter. Their killer feature is the ability to translate language in real time
using built-in iTranslate. let’s just make that clear – you can travel almost anywhere in the world (it supports 40 different
languages) and have a face-to-face conversation with someone without learning a single word of their local tongue.
Mind-blowing features aside, the Dash Pro also comes with auto-tracking, so as soon as you start running/swimming/
cycling, it’ll automatically track your workouts without you having to do anything. Elsewhere, Bragi has made
improvements to the audio balance, for a more natural sound; there’s a simplified touch interface and it’s easier to
connect with your phone. you can even get the tips tailored to fit your lugs, for a better fit and sound.
Price £300 Available Now URL bragi.com
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Matt Bolton

Nick Odantzis

Claire Davies

EDITOR
Matt went on holiday and one
of the team broke their foot
in his absence, so he’s
officially not allowed to
leave them alone anymore.
At least he got to play with
the ace sonoroHiFi (p95).

DEPUTY EDITOR
T3’s resident road warrior
spent half of this issue
testing electric cars
for state of the Art (p64),
and half testing pro-level
racing bikes for our
feature on Team sky (p83).

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
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the diamond Tag Heuer model
in, but that seemed like
overkill even for T3.
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the new series of Twin
Peaks, which means all of
our copy corrections now
come on tapes addressed to
Diane. Could be worse – at
least they’re not backwards.
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Andy’s taking some time off,
and wants to raid the tech
from our travel feature last
issue. His Ocean’s 11-style
plan might have worked if
anyone could remember the
lock-up’s door code.

EDITOR, T3.COM
Dan’s been trying out new
mesh routers like the Google
Wifi (p98) at home. it’s
finally fixed the internet
problems he’s had for
months! Now he’ll just check
the recent news and OH GOD.

LIFESTYLE EDITOR, T3.COM
Having spent the issue
testing coffee machines
for our Man vs Tech feature
(p76), Duncan’s been like
a kid in a sweet shop all
month. One where the sweets
give you hypertension.
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LIFE’S BETTER WITH T3...
Tomorrow’s Technology Today,
to give T3 its full name, was launched in
1996 and has been helping readers select
the right gadgets to improve their lives
for 20 years as a magazine (print and
digital) and at T3.com. We’ve been at the
heart of every shift in consumer
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technology ever since – from DVDs
and HD TVs to smartphones and virtual
reality. But our mission has remained
the same throughout: to help you live
a better life through technology, and
to filter the latest gadgets to ensure
you only ever buy the best of the best.
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Editor’s letter
Okay, I’ll come clean. Our Best
Tech for Everything feature on
p42 does not cover the entire
spectrum of human activity.

3 FOR £6!
Amazing subs
offer on
p54

it doesn’t reveal the best tech for making paper
aeroplanes, or turning a shark’s tooth into a
necklace (actually, it does have a drill in, so
maybe we have covered that one). But it does cover
all the big lifestyle stuff that gadgets are great
at enhancing. The kit we recommend will help you
make your home smarter, make your commute into
work less boring, enjoy the warm evenings more,
look and feel better, and just have fun.
Of course, it’s not just in that feature you’ll
find the best tech around. Thinking of jumping on
the smartwatch wagon now that Android Wear 2.0
is here? We’ve looked at the new generation of
wearables on p56. Thinking of buying an electric
car that isn’t Tesla money? We’ve put three of the
best through their paces on p64. Want to find out
what it takes to make a world-class cup of coffee?
We got the experts in on p76.
And we’ve got lots of new reviews to dig into,
naturally. i’ve been fascinated with the 2.57mmthick lG signature TV on p90. it’s probably good i
don’t own one, since i’d just want to play with
its magnetic mounting all day and break it. i’ll
stick with the much more sensible Google Wifi
(p98) – a top upgrade for anyone’s home. enjoy!

Matt Bolton, Editor
matthew.bolton@futurenet.com
Tweet me @matthewbbolton

Discover
more great
ways to
enjoy T3…

Digital edition
The iPad edition of
T3 features a raft of fresh
content, including video
reviews and interactive
articles. T3 is also available
on Android devices, and on
your desktop via Zinio.com.

Visit T3.com
We’ve overhauled
T3.com – the best site for
gadget news and reviews
now has a great new look and
is fully responsive, enabling
you to enjoy it on any device.

Key contributors
Steve May,

Becca Caddy,

James Jarvis,

AV expert

tech guru

video star

sound and vision
maestro steve got a
dose of both old and
new this issue, from
our group test of
vinyl players (p100)
to the lG signature
W7, the most advanced
OleD 4K TV we’ve ever
seen (p90).

When it comes to the
tech lifestyle, few
people know better
than Becca. This
issue, she took the
holistic approach
for our Best Tech for
everything feature
(p42). Turns out it’s
quite a big job…

When we needed
someone who knew how
to make stuff for
youTube, who better
than Gamesradar.com’s
senior producer?
James makes videos
for the channel’s
nearly half a million
yT subscribers.
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Astell & Kern Kann
Sony a9
Kobo Aura H20 Edition 2
PicoBrew Pico Model C
HTC U11
Sunglasses
Video-making kit

Loewe bild 9
From £6,990, loewe.tv
What am I looking at here? A TV or a
work of art?
Yes, while this Bauhaus and Art Decoinspired piece might look like it’s come
straight from the Tate Gallery, it’s
actually the latest design from luxury TV
and audio brand Loewe. Abstract looks
aside, the bild 9 is sporting some pretty
amazing tech, starting with that screen.
Yeah, what’s going on there?
Well, let T3 tell you: the bild 9 has a slim,
7mm OLED display that uses self-lighting
organic pixels for optimum picture
quality, resulting in vibrant brights and
abyss-deep blacks. Dolby Vision HDR
ensures amazing colours, too.
I can’t see any cables? And how big is this
TV? And will it fit in my house?
With the bild 9 you can kiss goodbye to a
spaghetti junction of cables. Wires feed
neatly through the frame, with a fabric
cover hiding connections at the back.

As for its size, the bild 9 is available in a
55- or 65-inch set, with various wall or
table mounting options to choose from,
as well as the ornate floor-standing
frame you can see below.
It sure looks good, but how does it sound?
This is a Loewe TV. What do you think?
If we really must be explicit, the bild 9
has audio nailed. Turn on the TV and the
screen slides up to reveal a built-in
soundbar. So, whether you’re watching
the News At 10 or American Gods,
six speakers and four passive bass
membranes will hit you with up
to 120-watts of premium sound.
Sold! When can I buy this?
The Loewe bild 9 is available now.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10

CONTROL FREAK
The jaw-droppingly pretty bild 9
features a slick user interface to
help you select channels, open apps
and access your digital recordings.
Everything can be controlled via the
Loewe app from your smart device, too
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Hype
LOEWE BILD 9

Vital stats
1TB Two
Record all your
favourite shows on
the hard drive

The frame finishes
– choose from Amber
Gold or Graphite Gray

Four 120 watts
HDMI inputs for your
set-top box, console,
and Blu-ray player

The power of the
bild 9’s integrated,
six-speaker soundbar

An ultra-modern look for the ultra-modern living
room space you definitely have… right?

Top-tier image
quality in one of
the best-looking
TV designs ever
NICK ODANTZIS, DEPUTY EDITOR

SOUND STAND
Give your bild 9 an extra
audio kick with Loewe’s
gorgeous klang 9 wireless
speakers, which combine the
quality of a top-end column
speaker with the punch of a
gutsy subwoofer. Boom!

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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preview

vital stats

Astell & Kern KANN
£899, astellnkern.com

278.7

KANN sounds like a supervillain!
It’s not evil, but you’re not far wrong.
Although Astell & Kern’s new pocket
player is unlikely to take over the planet,
the KANN is more than equipped to win
the battle between drab smartphone
sound and premium high-res audio.
I’m still not sold on high-res audio...
What are you, a sound heathen? High-res
audio is the only way to experience your
favourite bands the way they were truly
meant to be heard, with the clarity of
real life. The KANN can handle audio
files ranging from 32-bit/384kHz
high-resolution PCM and DSD audio, right
up to Quad-rate (DSD256) files, delivering
both top-end clarity and exceptional
audio detail. Take that, smartphone.
Ok, T3, I’m listening...
If the KANN’s high-fidelity audio isn’t
enough to float your boat, what about
parametric EQ, Wi-Fi connectivity, a
built-in headphone amp and support for
high-res streaming services such as Tidal
and Moov. USB-C connection means
faster charging and data transfer, too.
I’m impressed. So how much storage is
KANN packing?
Out of the box you’ll find 64GB of built-in
flash storage, but full size and microSD
slots enable expansion up to 576GB.
That’s a lot of music.
The design is swish, too.
Aye. The rugged aluminium body works
in harmony with the four-inch WVGA
touchscreen, plus there are volume
and playback controls in case you’ve
forgotten how to use physical buttons.

Four
The size, in inches,
of the KANN’s WVGA
480 x 800 touchscreen

The gram weight of the
aluminium-cased player

64
The internal storage,
in GB, expandable to
576GB by SD card

Two
The number of colours
the KANN is available in

PumP uP
The Volume
You’ll need some
serious headphones
to make the most
of the KANN.
Thankfully, it
features a builtin headphone amp
with a normal/
high-gain switch

Win!
A KANN
p82

Cool! When is this out?
Ah, so now you want one, do you? Well
lucky for you, the Astell & Kern KANN,
in both Astro Silver and Eos Blue,
is available to buy now.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

9 10

BATT’S
eNTerTAiNmeNT
inside KANN is a 6,200mAh 3.7V
li-Po battery. Not only does it
charge lightning fast via the
uSB-C connector, but it will
keep trucking for 15 hours
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Hype
SONY A9

Sony a9
£4,500, sony.co.uk
Woah, that’s a pricey camera!
Yes, but it’s oh so worth it. The
a9 is Sony’s epic new mirrorless
camera, packing the world’s first
full-frame Exmor RS 24.2MP CMOS
sensor, able to shoot up to 20fps
bursts. This beauty is built for
intense speed thanks to its
huge sensor, making it a
no-brainer for sports and nature
photography… Though that’s
if you have the need and the
budget, of course.

What else is going on here?
It’s absolutely packed with
cutting-edge tech, starting
with that stacked sensor and a
high-speed processing circuit and
Bionz X image processing engine,
with imaging data sent through the
sensor rather than around it. The
sensor produces a 20 times faster
data readout, helping it shoot at
20fps. A blackout-free shooting
experience can be enjoyed when
viewing the action through the

3,686k-dot Quad-VGA Tru-Finder,
so you can focus on the action.
Does it shoot 4K, too?
Yup. The Sony a9 has an improved
4K video recording function, making
use of the full pixel readout of the
entire back-illuminated CMOS
sensor. The camera can also record
Full HD at up to 120fps. This
magnesium alloy-body camera is
built for simpler handling, too, with
a multi-selector joystick on the

back, enabling you to shift focus
easily within the frame. There’s
also touch focusing on the rear,
three-inch LCD screen.
Impressive! When is this out?
You can buy the Sony a9 this
month, along with a suite of
tailored accessories and lenses.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9

10

Vital stats
24.2mP
The resolution of the
full-frame stacked
CmoS sensor

5-axis
The in-body image
stabilisation with
a 5.0-step shutter

20fps
The speed of the
blackout-free
shooting mode

693
The number of phase
detection points in
the focusing system

A NeeD For SPeeD
Sony’s new a9 is a
groundbreaking, full-frame
mirrorless camera with
dual SD card slots, built
to deliver unrivalled speed
and capture pin-sharp
images, thanks to a 35mm
full-frame exmor sensor

FiNDerS KeePerS
The a9 features Sony’s
highest resolution
viewfinder, a high-luminance
Quad-VGA oleD Tru-Finder
with 3,686K dots for detail
reproduction. it has a ZeiSS
T coating plus a fluorine
coating to repel dirt

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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Hype
KOBO AURA H20 EDITION 2

PREVIEW

Kobo Aura H2O Edition 2

8GB 207g

£149.99, kobo.com/gb/en
Another Kobo ereader? What’s
different this time?
Yes, regular readers of T3 may have
spotted our glowing review of the Kobo
Aura One last year. And now, ready for
summer 2017, Kobo has released the
Aura H2O Edition 2. Compared to the
Aura One, the newcomer is lighter,
smaller and more affordable.
Does that mean Kobo has compromised
on the tech side?
The Aura H2O does have a smaller
display – 6.8 inches compared to the
Aura One’s 7.8-inch display – and the
battery life is one week instead of one
month, but Kobo’s new ereader still
has a slew of nice features. These
include a print-quality touchscreen
display, a customisable reading
experience and onboard storage
for up to 6,000 ebooks.

Vital stats

POCKET LIBRARY
Download the Kobo
app and you can flit
between reading on
the Kobo Aura H2O and
on your smartphone,
tablet or desktop –
the app will sync your
bookmarks so that you
can switch between
devices if needed

The storage size
you get – same as on
the Kobo Aura One

The ereader’s weight
without the optional
Kobo SleepCover

6.8 14
The size, in inches,
of the Carta E-Ink
Touchscreen display

The file formats
supported, including
EPUB, PDF and MOBI

Is it suitable for nighttime reading?
It is! The Aura H2O uses ComfortLight
PRO tech to reduce blue-light exposure
and emits an optimal hue based on
when you’re using it. So if you’re
reading at night, the device
automatically emits a candlelight
glow to avoid affecting your sleep,
or waking up any loved ones as
they snooze beside you.
I’m going on holiday soon. Is it
pool-side friendly?
The clue is in the name… The Aura H2O
has HZO Protection and is waterproof
for up to 60 minutes when submerged
in two metres of water, so you can read
in the pool (or in the bath) without fear
of dropping it in the water if you get
distracted by your margarita.
Cool. When can I buy one?
The Kobo Aura H20 Edition 2 is
available now.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

9 10

CUSTOMISABLE READING
There are 11 different fonts and over 50
font styles, plus differing font weights
and sharpness settings, to make your
reading experience more comfortable. You
can even write notes in the margins!
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PREVIEW

Vital stats

PicoBrew Pico Model C
€799 (£679), picobrew.com
Is it beer time, T3? Tell me it’s beer time.
It’s beer time, buddy! PicoBrew has been
kicking up a dust storm in the States with
its portable home-brewing tech, and now
it’s bringing its latest countertop model,
the Pico Model C, to the UK. It aims to
streamline and simplify the homebrewing
process further, saving you a lot more
space at home.
Yes! How much beer can it brew?
The app-controlled Pico Model C brews five
litres of beer at a time. Pico reckons that,
on average, the fermentation process
takes between one week and two.
A high-contrast, two-line OLED display
shows you what’s happening.

Five Three
The litres of fresh
craft beer it can
brew at a time

The number of steps
involved in brewing
a Pico craft beer

Seven Two
The minimum number of
days it takes to go
from gratin to glass

It comes with one
brewing keg and one
five-litre serving keg

Home brew
Picobrew’s website offers a Freestyle tool
that enables you to create a unique PicoPak.
Select a beer style, choose from different
hops and grains to create your custom brew,
then name your beer and place your order

OK, but how does it actually work?
To begin, insert a PicoPak (pre-packaged
pods of hops and grains, available to
purchase separately, along with a CO2
carbonation kit) into the machine. The
scanner inside the Pico Model C will read the
PicoPak’s RFID tag and download the recipe.
Once that’s done you’re ready to brew. The
Pico app doesn’t give you control over
what’s brewing, but it does help you to
track what’s going on with your brew,
offering tuition videos and instructions.
Nice! Is it easy to clean?
The Pico Model C has a wipe-clean,
powder-coated exterior and dishwashersafe hose for simplified connection and
post-brew clean-up.
I need this. When can I buy it?
The Pico Model C is available to pre-order
now, with European shipping to begin this
autumn. Early backers of the Kickstarter
campaign can purchase the Pico Model C for
as little as €302 (£256).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

9 10

KeG cooKInG
Interestingly, the Pico model c
offers sous-vide functionality,
so you can cook meat, fish, veg
and more in the model c’s keg.
crazy? maybe. Fun? Hell yeah!
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Hype
HTC U11

PREVIEW

vital stats

HTC U11

5.5 inches 12 megapixels
The size of the U11’s
2560 x 1440 display

£649, htc.com
Another new phone, T3? I can barely keep up…
Don’t worry, this one stands out from the crowd.
HTC’s new flagship phone isn’t just packed with
the usual high-end specs, it also has a new Edge
Sense feature – you can control the phone by
squeezing it!
…Come again?
The sides of the U11 are pressure-sensitive, and
since you hold your phone there anyway, HTC has
turned a quick squeeze into a shortcut. You can
use it to open your most-used apps, or to access
one of the two built-in voice assistants (both
Google Home and Amazon Alexa are eagerly
awaiting to help). When you’re in the camera
app, you can just squeeze to take a picture –
no fiddly button pressing required.
Okay, sounds like it could it be useful.
What else is new here?
HTC says the camera is a beast, earning the
highest-ever score for a phone in the DxOMark
pro image benchmark (90, compared to the
Samsung Galaxy S8’s 88), thanks partly to a
super-fast autofocus and little noise in
low-light conditions. It’s also looking like a hell
of a performer, with a fast Snapdragon 835
processor showing strong promise in early
benchmarks, and a slick Liquid UI interface.

The rear UltraPixel
camera’s resolution

25 per cent 2.45GHz
The performance
improvement from
the HTC 10

The maximum speed of
the 64-bit Snapdragon
835 processor

Camera fLiP
The U11’s front
camera is 16mP
– more than the
rear camera! it
includes most of
the same great
image-enhancing
tech, too

Nice! Anything extra I should know?
HTC’s also going all-in on audio here, including
bundling some genuinely great noise-cancelling
headphones right in the box. They can even tune
their sound to the shape of your ear!
Sounds good. When can I get it?
It should be out early June in the UK.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9

10

Skin deeP
The U11 has a Liquid Surface
finish, which means randomly
layered precious metals across
the phone’s back refract light to
give it a unique shimmery look
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STYLE

LOOKING
ICE COOL

Look your best when catching
rays this summer with T3’s pick
of the greatest sunglasses, from
stylish aviators to protective
action shades

01 MAUI JIM HOWZIT
Maui Jim’s sunglasses are tested on
the sun-blessed islands of Hawaii, so
you know they’ll stand up to a typical
British summer. When it comes to
standout features, the Howzit has
many: its lightweight acetate frame is
decked out with double-injected metal
and rubber temples for all-day
comfort, and the lenses are layered
with PolarizedPlus2 tech to block
harmful UV rays.
£275, uk.mauijim.com

01

02 SILHOUETTE EXPLORER
The classic aviator, an icon of ’50s
style and a frequent accessory in
books and film, gets a radical update
complete with frameless design,
sturdy titanium construction and two
lens profiles to match your face shape,
plus four smart colour options to suit
your look. Whether you’re keeping it
casual on the beach or commuting in
style, you’ll feel like a, ahem, top
gun wearing these.
From £180, silhouette.com

02

03

03 MOSEVIC WORN
SPECIAL KEPLER
Denim is a key trend for summer 2017,
especially on sunnies. One of several
designs in the Worn Special range, the
Kepler’s frames are made from Solid
Denim, a recycled denim fabric infused
by resin – upcycling at its most stylish!
Five-barrel hinges keep the shades in
place, with graduated tint, Zeiss
polarised lenses protecting your eyes.
£99, mosevic.com

04

04 OAKLEY
CROSSRANGE PRIZM
If you live for adrenaline, you’ll
need shades that combine rugged
functionality with impeccable style.
The lenses in Oakley’s impactresistant Crossrange Prizm’s are
designed to control daylight for
optimum contrast and visibility in
all environments. Interchangeable,
non-slip nose and temple pads deliver
round-the-clock comfort, whether
you’re heading off-road on the bike
or chilling in a beer garden.
£185, uk.oakley.com
Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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WE CAN BUILD YOU…

A YoUTUbe
Home sTUdio
everything you need for your directorial
debut... or angry video game rants
THE READER

T H E E X PE RT

Ruby Webber

James Jarvis

Ruby has been experimenting with
video on her smartphone. She now
wants something more professional to
film her next idea on, but that still feels
lightweight and portable.

GamesRadar.com’s senior video
producer James Jarvis has been
creating YouTube videos for more than
10 years. He’s an expert in getting the
best results from compact kit.

01CANON EOS 80D

yourself or a product you’re reviewing.
£120, essentialphoto.co.uk

There will always be a debate
over whether you should be using a
dedicated video camera or a DLSR, but
given its size, price and features, such
as its smooth focus for changing the
focal point of your shot on the fly, it’s
hard to argue against the 80D. The only
downside is that you’ll have to purchase
the lenses separately, but it’s worth it
for the image stabilization alone.
£1,005.99, canon.co.uk

02SENNHEISER MKE 2

Audio is the most important thing
when it comes to YouTube videos. Most
of your audience won’t mind (or even
notice) if you don’t frame every shot
correctly but if the sound isn’t up to
standard they’ll let you know about it.
On-board mics on DSLRs – even the 80D
– just aren’t up to scratch, so plug a
lavalier wired microphone (frequently
used in television and theatre) into the
camera’s 3.5mm jack for crystal-clear
audio whenever you want to present to
camera or record a voiceover track.
£226.80, en-uk.sennheiser.com

WHERE’S THE
SUPPORT?
Handheld tracking
shots are really
hard to pull off,
especially when out
on location, but the
Befree has a very
clever Live Fluid
Head, so when you’re
panning and tilting
your shots you can
be sure the camera
will stay balanced

BLADE NVIDIA
04 RAZER
GEFORCE GTX 1060

Processing video files takes a lot of
CPU power, but the 2.8GHz quad-core
processing power inside this laptop will
be able to handle everything you throw
at it. You may have a desktop PC or Mac
which can do the job, but you’ll need
a mobile workstation you can carry
around with you to use anywhere, to
get your videos up no matter what.
£1,799.99, razerzone.com

MANFROTTO BEFREE
05
LIVE FLUID HEAD WITH
BEFREE ALUMINUM TRIPOD
Wobbly shots should be avoided at all
costs, so investing in a sturdy tripod is
well worth it if you want to give your
videos a much more professional look.
The Befree is incredibly easy to set up
and it’s lightweight, weighing only
1.8kg, so it’s also great for carrying
around with you.
£204.95, manfrotto.co.uk

PIXAPRO RICO240
HD60 GAME CAPTURE
03
DAYLIGHT BALANCED
06
LED RING LIGHT
If you’re shooting outside you should be
able to make do with the natural light,
but for low-light conditions or vlogging
from your home, setting up a bit of extra
lighting is vital for a pro look. This light
uses 240 Daylight-Balanced LEDs to give
you perfect lighting, whether you’re
filming a head-and-shoulders shot of
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If you’re thinking about starting
a gaming channel then you’ll need
something to capture those clips of your
mega skills from your console. The HD60
plugs straight into your laptop and
comes with free software, allowing you
to capture HDMI signals at up to 1080p in
60fps. Of course if you’re not into
gaming you can cross this off your list.
£139.98, elgato.com
Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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WE CAN BUILD YOU…

PERFECT SHOT

The right gear can
make even novice
videos look pro

The Canon EOS 80D
allows you to record
in either MP4 or MOV
file formats depending
on your editing and
file size needs. You
can also use the
camera’s built-in Wi-Fi
connection (via the
free Canon app) for
remote shooting direct
from your phone

CLAIRE DAVIES, ASSOCIATE EDITOR

02

01

SOUNDING OFF
Using an omni-directional
microphone means you can be
confident that your voice will
be heard. Even if all you’ve
got to talk about is how you
think your dog might be psychic

INTO THE
SHADOWS

04
EDITING SUITE
Use some of the Razer
Blade’s 256GB of SSD storage
(available for purchase
with up to 1TB) to install
Adobe Creative Cloud for
a professional on-the-go
editing studio. Make sure
you get an external drive to
store all your footage.

03

The Pixapro’s
LEDs can be
adjusted down
to just 10 per
cent of their
full power,
meaning that
even if you
only need a
candle’s worth
of additional
lighting, you
can get it without
burning your fingers

06
LITTLE BLACK BOX
The HD60 acts as a throughput straight
to your TV so you can continue to game on
the big screen while your laptop works
away in the background capturing all your
best moments… or worst. Probably best to
take the latter out before sharing

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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This issue
T3’S NUTTY PROFESSOR OF TECH IS
THE MAN TO STRAIGHTEN YOU OUT

Pick me some music-making gear
Should I get a Nintendo Switch?
Can I film in 8K?
There’s something wrong with my car
How do I keep my photos safe?
What’s the most flattering workout gear?

RICHARD JONES, SHIREHAMPTON

Pick me some musicmaking gear, Guru.
Before Guru goes
suggesting any bespoke kit,
let him say this: an iPad (the
£339 5th-gen is awesome)
could be the only tool you need. Long
a favourite of bedroom noodlers and
coffee shop composers, there are so
many awesome apps that have been
transposed from big-boy computers
that your iPad can do just about
anything. Even GarageBand (Free),
on the simpler end, offers up cool
instruments and enough tools to take
you end-to-end on a track. If you’re
planning to play live, the low latency
and massive flexibility of Korg’s
Gadget synth collection (£38.99) is

ILLUSTRATIONS: SAM TAYLOR

A

perfect, and the Akai Professional
iMPC Pro app (£12.99) apes Akai’s
beautiful Music Production Controller
hardware brilliantly.
What the iPad lacks, though, is
tactile feedback, and Guru knows full
well that there’s something immensely
satisfying about poking buttons and
twisting knobs. The Ableton Push 2
(£499) is, aside from being an
absolutely stunning bit of hardware,

ABOVE GaGu can
happily give you
instrument tips,
but he can’t help
you with talent

THE MALLEABLE KEYS ON THE
RISE GIVE WAY TO NEW SOUNDS
AND MORE REALISTIC EMULATION
OF EXISTING ANALOGUE TONES

the best way to interface with Ableton
Live 9 (¤599/£510), which is the key bit
of software you should be learning in
this day and age. It’s not the only
option – the Novation Launchpad Pro
(£242) or Mini (£80) are great for
grid-based sample maniupulation,
but it’s worth the investment.
Tip-top of Guru’s musical plinth,
though, is the Roli Seaboard RISE
(from £649). It’s like a regular musical
keyboard, only squishy – and it’s that
squishiness that’s really pushing the
envelope. Dependent on where and
how hard you mash its malleable keys,
you can pull off varied tones, slides
and effects, giving rise to new sounds
and more realistic emulation of existing
analogue tones. Is this one of the most
significant developments in 900 years
of keyed instruments? If GaGu had his
evangelism pants on, he’d probably
lean that way. Alas, though, it’s
Commando Thursday, so the Seaboard
remains just a very neat gimmick.

SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO: inbox@t3.com or facebook.com/T3mag
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

LAYTON OWENS, LOUGHBOROUGH

Should I get a Nintendo
Switch, Guru?
This is a tough one to
answer, but you’ve obviously
come to Guru for his specific
curmudgeonly opinion,
so let’s dig in. First, Nintendo has not
been showering itself with silicon glory
recently. And by ‘recently’, GaGu
means ‘since about 1996’. It keeps
making stupid hardware choices, and
it gets away with them because it’s
Nintendo. This time, it’s pushing some
severely underpowered and low-res
hardware in an era where its direct
competitors are leaping to 4K.
Of course, Nintendo’s hardware
always goes heavy on the gimmicks,
and Guru would be hard-pressed
to suggest that the Switch’s overall
package is anything other than
compelling. The high-res rumble of
its clip-on controllers, the portability,
the TV dock; it’s a bit of kit that begs
to be played with, so much so that it
transcends its dour interface, its early
lack of games, and its questionable
design decisions. Whoever made a

A

dock that can potentially scratch the
screen, and put the USB-C charging
connector on the bottom of the tablet
– which is meant to be playable when
stood up on a kickstand – needs a
good talking to.
The Switch launch has gone
extremely well, based on that peculiar
brand of Nintendo hype and a killer
app in Zelda: Breath of the Wild. If you
don’t care for hundreds of potential
hours of whimsical Hyrulian adventure,
right now there’s not all that much else
to sell it to you – mostly Mario Kart 8
Deluxe for people who didn’t play it on
Wii U (which is, to be fair, pretty much
everyone) and dangerous time-sink
Puyo Puyo Tetris.
The new Mario title, which is due
just before Christmas unsurprisingly,
will certainly make some moustaches
stand on end, and the big N has many
other franchises ripe for a bit of
relentless exploitation. A price drop,
which GaGu suspects won’t come for
far too long, would seal the deal.

ABOVE Should you
get a Switch?
Well, you can
play Mario Kart
anywhere, so…

GADGET GURU’S MAGIC BOX
Guru has put on his finest suit and done up
those buttons which still meet around his
midriff. Butterfly tummy time: whatever will the
Echo Look ($199/£TBC, invite-only at press
time) say about his fashion choices? Gosh, GaGu
hopes it accepts the ketchup-stained reality and
loves him all the same. But, oh-ho, wouldn’t you
know, it’s taking full-length pictures of his bum
and automatically burping up harsh truths
about the absolute state of him. Of course it is.
You may get on brilliantly with the robo style
advice of the Look, you gorgeous specimen you
– Guru prefers, as is the sensible choice in any
healthy marriage, to accept the (only slightly)
filtered feedback of Mrs Guru instead. Perhaps
he’ll stick with the Echo Show ($229/£TBC) and
its less judgmental screen.
Guru’s doldrums escape comes in the form
of the CHEMION Bluetooth LED glasses (£54),
which, once you’ve confirmed that you already
look a complete shambles, are the
perfect way to add levity
to any situation. Wear
them to the bank, and
scroll ‘I’d like to make

a withdrawal’
over your silly
face via the
app! Unnerve
the driver in
the car in front
by pretending
to be a Cylon!
Have a party,
and be forever
known as that idiot who
wore light-up sunglasses at night!
While ol’ Guru was, sadly for his stomach,
too slow off the mark to snag any MP3-playerinfused Guardians Of The Galaxy Vol. 2 crisps
(now going for silly money on eBay) he has
nonetheless been going old-school with his
listening, picking up a weeny Sandisk Sansa
Clip Jam (£25 for the 8GB model). Yes, it can’t
manage high-res, it has a horrible interface, and
it’s far from cool, but it is tiny, it is light, and its
throwaway price means you can drop it in the
toilet and not have to worry about fishing it out.
Better than dunking your phone or a half-grand
player from A&K or Cowon, isn’t it?

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

DAVE REECE, LONDON

Can I film in
8K? Should I?
How is your wallet feeling?
Would you prefer a really
nice new car or the ability
to shoot in 8K?
Because the RED Weapon Helium 8K
camera will set you back $49,500
(£38,000) without lenses or any
accessories, and the money only goes
up from there; you could end up
spending another $22,000 (£17,050)
just to add on the right collection of
ports and accessories to output that
enormous footage to the media of
your choice. It’s a phenomenally
expensive collection of kit.
There are cheaper options out there
(RED’s own EPIC 8K, for instance, is
half the base price but only shoots at
30FPS) and kippertie.com will rent
you a RED Weapon starting at £749
per day but, realistically, 8K is a
resolution that’s strictly professionalsonly at the moment.
Instead, take this advice, dear
reader: stand your ground, wait for the
tech to catch up – it could be a while,
given the data demands of those
millions of pixels are beyond base
consumer tech right now – and be
happy with 4K until we get there.

A
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

CROWD-FUNDED

ECHO RING

WHAT IS IT?
It is solid proof that we as a digital
society are completely unable to
learn from our own mistakes and will
invest in any old nonsense.
CALM DOWN, GURU.
OK, fine. It’s a smart ring, because
every potential wearable object
now needs smartness and Bluetooth
connectivity. It’s at the postprototype stage.
WHAT’S IT SUPPOSED TO DO?
It’s sold primarily as a translator, so
you can bark at it in your native
tongue and it’ll use its integrated
mylar/neodymium speaker to
output the correct language for your
locale. But wait, there’s more: it
plays nice with Alexa! It does phone
calls! It has magical finger-waggling
gesture control! It has an emergency
function, easily accidentally
triggered by a single button or by
shouting ‘HELP!’ three times! It has
its own app which learns! From the
cloud! All this and much, much more
for the low, low price of $299 (£232).
WHAT’S YOUR PROBLEM, GAGU?
Look, there have been smart rings
before and they’ve been an
unmitigated disaster in terms
of their capabilities, even when
offering up a fraction of these
functions in a lot more space. Guru,
in the most polite terms possible,
thinks it’s a little implausible that
such a small ring – one with a
claimed two-day battery life, no less
– could ever live up to its promise.
That or the eventual product will be
significantly larger, uglier, and less
functional than this one.
I’M STILL INTERESTED.
HOW HAS IT DONE?
Guru caught this in its early stages
on Indiegogo, but he’s most
impressed with the savviness of the
general public – it was still a long,
long way from its $50,000/£38,750
goal. And it should stay that way.
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MARIE THOMAS, BUDE

Something is
wrong with
my car, Guru!
If you stupidly trust Guru
over the professionals at
your garage, pick yourself
up an OBD-II compatible
thing, which reads your engine’s
on-board diagnostic system and tells
you what’s up. You could go Bluetooth,
with the £19 Pumpkin ELM327, or
dedicated, with something like the
Stoga U480 (£13.99) which outputs a
cryptic code to its LCD which you can
later look up online.
Once you’ve found your fault, use
a good socket set like the Stanley
FatMax (£99) and get your hands dirty
– a year’s digital subscription to
Haynes’ manuals is £16.99, covering
most models of car, and you can print
off guides for going under the bonnet.

ABOVE Guru’s
gym clothes
are tough yet
forgiving… just
like Guru

SHEILA COCKAYNE,
WESTON-SUPER-MARE

How do I keep
my photos
safe from loss?

BARRY FREDERICKSON,
AYR

What’s the
most flattering
workout gear?
There’s nothing worse than
hitting the gym and having
all and sundry stare daggers
at Guru’s rippling physique.
It ripples hard when he hits the cardio
machines. But GaGu thinks hiding the
goods within tight lycra is ludicrous.
Give yourself something to work
towards. Let the stares motivate you.
Light, breathable fabrics mixed
with reduced inhibitions are the key.
Domyos’ Energy Xtrem shorts (£15)
should deal with lower extremity
moisture, while Berghaus does a
brilliant baggy ‘tech’ crew neck (£25)
which will look after your top half.

Setting your phone to
automatically back your
snaps up to a cloud service
– either something like
Google Photos (Free), a local server
like Plex (you’ll need to pony up for the
£3.99 a month for a Plex Pass
subscription), or both – is a no-brainer,
and a Wi-Fi enabled SD card is a great
way to get pics from a DSLR. Safe,
though, is another matter.
Guru keeps a regular backup on a
mechanical hard drive that’s stored in
his fireproof vault, and another on
archival tape which is sent periodically
to one of his secret holdings in the
Cayman Islands. As long as you’re
storing your precious collection of
photographs in multiple places across
the globe, you should be good.

Don’t miss another
instalment of the
legendary Gadget Guru!

THE PUMPKIN ELM327 OR STOGA
U480 WILL READ YOUR ENGINE’S
ON-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEM
AND TELL YOU WHAT’S UP

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!
See p54
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TALKING TECH

OPINION

Duncan Bell is
wired for sound
o you remember when hi-fi
was a massive deal, back in
the ’70s and ’80s? I don’t.
But I do recall it still being
in fairly rude health in the early ’90s.
Back then, going to Richer Sounds to
spend your entire student loan cheque
on an amplifier from Rotel, speakers
from Mission and a CD player from
Marantz was still an important part of
a young man’s accession to adulthood.
Now, the idea of buying a box to play
music, a box to amplify music, two
more boxes to hear it out of, plus a
bunch of connecting wires that
somehow cost £500 has gone out of
fashion. Like ripped jeans, hi-fi has
been flushed down history’s dumper.
“Aha!” you say. “But I’ve been to
London this year and seen LOADS of
young men wearing ripped jeans!”
To which I knowingly smirk and
say, “Yes, that is the point I am overelaborately making. Do you see?”

D

Hi, fidelity, hi
I think hi-fi did run into a very serious
problem when MP3 and digital in
general became the norm.
The idea of a compressed music
format was anathema to ‘audiophiles’
so they ignored the obvious up side of
MP3 and other digital formats. “Who
wants massive portability, convenience
and instant access to all music ever?”
they asked. Then they waited for the
rest of the world to realise that this
new-fangled MP3 music sounded crap.
The problem with that was that the
rest of the world decided it sounded
perfectly good enough, thanks. Just as
they had for decades listening to AM
and then FM radio, the democratising
analogue ancestors of MP3.
But now, hi-fi, like ripped jeans and
pony tails, is back, back, back. Part of
that is the same retro frenzy that’s
rehabilitated dubious fashions from the
same era. But a bigger reason is hi-fi

learning to stop worrying and love
the digital.
That manifests itself in two ways.
One is comparatively high-end,
one-box solutions such as Naim’s
Mu-so or Bowers & Wilkins’ Zeppelin.
These take the music on your phone
and give it a bit of digital and analogue
polish. Feed in decent bitrate digital
files and you get very pleasing results
indeed, but with the same convenience
as a £100 Bluetooth speaker.
Something like a Mu-so is the new
student loan system from Richer
Sounds, complete with a line in for
your ‘vinyl turntable’ (record players,
as we used to call them).
The other is to take a time-honoured
hi-fi path and make everything
fantastical, no-holds-barred and, if
necessary as a side effect of that, really,
amazingly, eye-wateringly expensive.
A case in point: this month I went to
Scotland to see a £120,000 amplifier.

Hi-fi is taking the way
the digital world works
and pumping it up to 11
(and 120 grand)
The size of two beer fridges (you need
an amp for each channel), weighing
140kg and packed with capacitors the
size of cans of Tennent’s Super, the
Moon 888 certainly quelled any old
clichés about Scots being mean. Okay,
to be strictly accurate, this monster
amp is actually Canadian, but it’s
distributed through Edinburgh’s
Renaissance Audio.
Since an amp can’t do much on its
own, it was plugged into a further 350
(or so) grand’s worth of Moon’s wireless
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digital audio-processing tech, and
speakers the size of The Fast and the
Furious stars.
What was great about this was that
the event made the amp’s expense seem
just like a natural side effect of Moon’s
demented quest for audio perfection.
Most launches of products costing
six-figure sums I’ve attended have
layered on the luxe with a golden
trowel, but this involved staying in a
Travel Lodge on a ring road, and haggis.
It wasn’t a rarified, ‘audiophile’
affair, either. Yes, it was exclusively
populated by middle-aged white men,
but some of us weren’t from the hi-fi
press, enjoyment was actively
encouraged and at no point were
damnable ‘hi-fi’ musical atrocities such
as Norah Jones, or the acoustic version
of Hotel California inflicted on us.
Did this half-million-quid stereo
sound good? I’m going to stick my neck
out and say, “Yes. Yes it did.”
Did it justify its cost? For those of us
without the luxury of the time, space
and cash to just sit back and listen to it
forever, of course not. How could it?
But whatever. I’m glad that hi-fi is
back, taking the mobile, digital way
the world now listens to music, and
pumping it up to 11 (and 120 grand).
J U LY 2 0 1 7 T3 2 5
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Hi-fi 2.0: in a digital age, all you need is love
of music (and maybe half a million quid)

SHOPPING
Forget the groceries – this is the stuff
you really need in your basket…

03

FITBIT ALTA HR

1

Buckle and Seam
Cara Satchel
Treat your tech to a new
home in this handmade,
vegetable-tanned leather bag.
There’s space for your phone
and business cards, plus a
padded compartment to stow
your laptop (to 13-inch) and a
handy suitcase mounting strap.

Keep tabs on your
ticker with the FitBit
Alta HR’s wrist-based
heart rate monitor. All
the usual Fitbit smarts
are present and correct
here too, like automatic
activity tracking,
notifications on your
smartphone and up to
seven days battery life.
£129.99, fitbit.com

5
GARMIN APPROACH G30
Beat the course with Garmin’s handheld
golfing device, featuring a 2.3-inch crystal
clear touchscreen with full-colour mapping
and high-sensitivity GPS to show your
distance to greens, hazards and doglegs.
The Approach G30 comes preloaded with
more than 40,000 courses.
£269.99, garmin.com

04

£163, buckleandseam.com

02
VENTURER
PRIMEPRO 12TS
Travel in style with this
lightweight two-in-one
Windows notebook/
tablet. Watch movies on
the go on the 12.2 inch HD
tablet display, or attach
the slimline keyboard and
get some good work done
thanks to the quad-core
Intel Atom processor.
£349.99, venturer.com
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KENWOOD BLENDXTRACT SPORT
Dominate your gym
sessions with the
Blend-XTRACT Sport
smoothie maker. The
affordable, 300W
powerhouse can blitz
up to 600ml of nutrientpacked goodness
straight into each of the
two supplied sports
bottles, so you’re always
ready to go.
£34.98,
kenwoodworld.com/uk

6

SONY
WALKMAN WS625
Train on any terrain
and in any weather with
this waterproof (to two
metres), dustproof all-inone 16GB Bluetooth MP3
player. Suitable for
temperatures ranging
from -5 to 45 degrees C,
it’s ideal for mountain or
beach-side training.
£150, sony.co.uk
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09

KitVision immerse 360
Capture every angle of your
adventures with this ready-foranything waterproof, 1080p HD
camera. Explore your footage in the
immersive KitVision companion app
or strap on a VR headset and step
right back into the heart of the action.
£199.99, kitvision.co.uk

08

XDORIA DEFENSE
LUXE
If you’ve managed to
bag a Samsung Galaxy
S8 you’ll want to keep
that lush 5.8-inch
screen in good nick. The
Defense Luxe features a
stylish, impact-resistant
backing, machined
aluminium outer casing
and nicely protective
rubber innards.
From £29.99,
xdorialife.com

10
EZVIZ HOME
SENSE WIRELESS
ALARM KIT

NANOLEAF AURORA
Take control of your home lighting with Nanoleaf’s radical
modular lighting system. Personalise your decor with
interconnecting lighting panels, and programme your choice
of colours and patterns via the Nanoleaf app. They respond
to voice control via Siri and Alexa, too.
£179.99, nanoleaf.me
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Not only can you
protect your castle with
this wireless smart
alarm system, but it
connects with other
smart security devices
too; for example, hook it
up with your Ezviz smart
home camera to capture
video whenever
movement is detected.
£TBC, ezvizlife.com

11

Christopher Ward
Morgan Collection
Inspired by everything
from supercars to early
1900s aviation, this
collaboration between the
premium British watch
brand and iconic car
manufacturer Morgan has
produced a stunning trio of
chronometer time pieces the Aero 8, Classic and
3 Wheeler.
From £2,250, christopherward.co.uk
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16
CAFFLANO KOMPACT

LEGO BOOST

12

Thrustmaster ghost Recon
Wildlands Edition
Immerse yourself deeper
intothe world of Ghost Recon
Wildlands on your PS4 with this
performance gaming headset,
complete with 60mm bass
boosting drivers, while the 7.1
virtual surround sound helps
you keep tabs on the bad guys.

Coding comes to
LEGO! The new tech
centres around the
Move Hub, a brick with
built-in sensors and
motors which can be
programmed to make
your constructions
move, make different
sounds and develop
personality through
the LEGO Boost app.
£TBC, lego.com

15

Enjoy a lovely hot cup of joe on the road
with this telescopic coffee maker that
collapses down to fit in your pocket.
Pre-measured bellows ensure accurate
filling, so just add coffee grounds and
hot water, then press to brew.
£54.99, firebox.com

17

£119.99, thrustmaster.com

13
DENON AH-C621R
The custom
11.5mm drivers inside
Denon’s AH-C621R
memory foamtipped buds are
designed to
supercharge your
phone music
experience with
powerful bass,
clarity and reduced
distortion. Open the
Denon Audio app to
unlock additional
tuning and tone
options to customise
your experience.
£79,
denon.co.uk
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STK BINARY 3
Featuring
interchangeable
connectors for micro
USB, Type-C and
Lightning inputs, the
new Binary 3 cable
(available in either gold
and silver), designed
with a one-metre long
cable with hard-wearing
braided casing, covers
all of your quick
charging needs.
£29.99, stklife.com

LUMIGON T3
Your potential inner spy will love this
James Bond-style 4MP night vision camera.
Black Ops aside, you’ll also find a crisp
4.8-inch Super AMOLED display, 3D
fingerprint scanner and a rear touch
panel for swiping, scrolling and shooting.
£645, lumigon.com
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18
Logitech Brio
Enjoy a high-tech performance from
Logitech’s 4K Ultra HD webcam,
designed to help you connect better
during video calls. The Brio has 5x digital
zoom and RightLight 3 tech to help you
look your best in any light, even if you're
in a room that's too dim or too bright.
£199, logitech.com/en-gb

19

AWAIR
This gorgeous device helps you stay healthier at
home. Awair monitors your indoor environment
and alerts you to any harmful chemicals or toxins
present. As well as tips to show you how to
improve the air, Awair also connects to smart
devices like Nest to automatically optimise it.
£179, getawair.co.uk

20

Libratone Zipp
nordic Black
Fill your house with
banging tunes courtesy of
this 360-degree Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth-enabled speaker.
Pair with up to six Zipps for
the ultimate multi-room
setup and use the
Libratone app to dial
in your ideal sound.
£219, libratone.com
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THIS MONTH…
32

THE SET-UP:
NETATMO PERSONAL
WEATHER STATION
never get caught out in the
rain again with this smart
weather monitoring system

35

COOL ACOUSTICS
upgrade your home’s sound and
style with the beoSound Shape

36

DESIRE

38

SMART HOME SURGERY

get stylish with our pick of
the hottest new accessories
and furniture

our panel of connected-home
experts is here to answer
your questions

THE
SET-UP
Each issue, we show you how to set
up a key piece of connected-home
tech. This month… Netatmo Personal
Weather Station

YOUR PERSONAL WEATHER STATION
Everything you need to start mastering the elements comes in the Netatmo Urban
Weather Station starter kit, batteries and all. Two pre-paired sensor towers,
one for inside and one for outside, connect to your Wi-Fi network and collect
a wide range of environmental data such as weather, temperature, air and noise
pollution. You can access all of this data through the free Netatmo companion
app for Android, iOS and web, and use it to create a more comfortable living
environment and plan outdoor activities knowing exactly what’s up.
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THE SET-UP

Learn how
Netatmo and
Amazon Alexa
work together
P34

WORK WITH THE
ENVIRONMENT, NOT
AGAINST IT
WITH NETATMO’S URBAN WEATHER STATION, THE
WEATHER WILL NEVER TAKE YOU BY SURPRISE

T3 HOME

|

JULY

|

If you’re looking to track with even
more depth and access more detailed
data, you can also add additional
indoor and outdoor modules to your
Netatmo network. Up to three additional
indoor sensors can be installed and
placed throughout your home. In terms
of outdoor modules, you can purchase
a wind gauge that tracks wind speed
and direction, and a separate rain
gauge to track rain levels. All of this
additional data is also accessible in
the Netatmo app and will open up further
personalised notification options.

2017

DIG DEEPER
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British weather is notoriously unpredictable,
particularly in spring. If you’re tired of your
picnic plans becoming a wash-out or you
want to know exactly how many layers you
should be wearing, then you need Netatmo’s
Urban Weather Station.
Tracking the weather where you are in
real-time as well as giving the forecast for the
week ahead is only one small part of what
Netatmo’s Weather Station does. Through its
two Wi-Fi-connected sensors it actually allows
you to monitor and track your environment
both inside and out.
By environment we mean temperature,
air pressure, humidity, air pollution levels,
CO2 concentration and noise levels.
Having access to this information allows
you to easily make your living environment
more comfortable and plan outdoor activities
accordingly. Rather than waking up in the
morning and assuming bright sunlight means
it’s warm enough outside for shorts, you can
simply check your Netatmo app for the exact
and ‘feels like’ temperature where you are.
For greater depth, you can expand your
Netatmo network to include more indoor and
outdoor modules. Additional indoor modules
allow you to monitor several rooms in your
home, while adding outdoor wind and rain
gauges makes weather tracking more specific.
It’s a sprawling kit, but every Netatmo
weather sensor is united by the Netatmo app
for iOS, Android and desktop, which displays
all of the data collected in an easy-to-read
way. Through the app you can also create
personalised notifications, so if you’d like
to be alerted when it begins to rain, the app
will send you an immediate push notification.
The recent integration with Amazon Alexa
means finding out the temperature can be
as simple as asking your Echo device.
The Urban Weather Station starter kit costs
£119.99. For each additional indoor module
(up to three more are supported) it costs
£59.99, while the rain and wind gauges are
an additional £59.99 and £89.99 respectively.
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MASTER THE ELEMENTS
USEFUL HANDSFREE COMMANDS

Monitor your environment and optimise your living space

Just ask Alexa
1

2

3

1

“ALEXA, ASK
NETATMO WHAT’S
THE TEMPERATURE
OUTSIDE?”

If you can’t decide
whether or not you need a
jacket, you can remove all
doubt by asking Alexa to
access the data from your
outdoor Netatmo sensor.
Using Alexa means minimal
time-wasting when you only
need to know one thing.

2

“ALEXA, ASK NETATMO
IS IT NOISY IN THE
LIVING ROOM?”

REGISTER
YOUR DEVICE

LOCATION,
LOCATION, LOCATION

First download the
Netatmo app from Google
Play or iTunes, or access
it from your desktop. From
here, create a Netatmo
account and start setting
up your sensors. The app
will guide you through the
process. The sensors are
pre-paired, so it’s simply
a matter of connecting
them to your home Wi-Fi.

Once it’s set up, name
your indoor sensor.
We recommend naming it
after the room it’s in
for convenience. Although
they’re weatherproof,
keep the sensors out of
direct sunlight. It’s also
important to keep them
relatively close to each
other and your router to
maintain their connection.

4

Got more than one
indoor sensor? Naming
them within the Netatmo
app enables Alexa to tell
them apart. If you’re in the
kitchen and the kids are
ruling the living room, Alexa
and Netatmo can help you
monitor noise levels.

3

“ALEXA, ASK NETATMO
TO GET THE RAIN
MEASUREMENTS
FOR THE GARDEN”

Alexa can also access the
data from your additional
outdoor modules. Installing
the rain gauge in your
garden will take the
guesswork out of measuring
rainfall, especially if you’ve
been away, meaning you
don’t have to worry about
over-watering your flowers.

5

GET THE DATA
Now you can access
the environmental data
on the app’s main page.
Measurements for outside
are on top, there’s a
scrollable six-day weather
forecast in the middle and
at the bottom you have the
data for inside. Not sure
what a measurement is? Tap
the ‘i’ on the right of the
screen and a transparent
overlay will tell you.

6

MAKE IT PERSONAL

MORE MODULES

ADDING ALEXA

On the app’s settings,
click your station’s
name and scroll down
to ‘advanced settings’
to personalise your
notifications. There are
eight notifications to
turn on or off but you can
set more specific alerts
too. If you want to know
when a room has reached
a certain temperature,
Netatmo can alert you.

Adding more modules can
be done on the app’s main
page. To add the wind and
rain gauges, swipe left on
the outdoor section of the
display and the options to
install them will appear.
Tapping install will
prompt the app to guide
you through the process of
setting up these modules
and connecting them to
your existing network.

Finally you can connect
your Netatmo Weather
Station to an Amazon
Alexa-enabled device.
The Alexa Netatmo skill is
free and you can enable it
on the Alexa skills page.
Then you can ask Alexa for
information rather than
opening the app. Make sure
you specify “ask Netatmo”
in every request so Alexa
doesn’t search online.

“If you’re a stats geek like me, Netatmo’s system will bring you
pure data joy. But it’s also great to have hyper-local and accurate
weather information, so you’re never caught out.”
MATT BOLTON, EDITOR
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WONDERWALL
Transform any wall into a multi-room speaker with
Bang & Olufsen’s modular system, BeoSound Shape

The hexagonal
tiles will make
any room look
luxury and fill it
with rich sound

The Wall of Sound was
an approach to music
production popular in the
1960s, designed to blast
out high-punch audio.
Now it’s a term we can
lightly attribute to Bang
& Olufsen’s new wireless
speaker system, the
BeoSound Shape.
This wall-mounted
modular system uses a
series of hexagonal tiles that
can be scaled to a range of
sizes and configurations,
both acoustically and
visually. Each BeoSound
Shape comprises speakers,
amplifiers and acoustic

BeoSound Shape is a
wireless speaker system
offering slick style and
a true wall of sound
damper tiles that scale the
sound of the system.
Hidden behind one of the
tiles is the BeoSound Core
connectivity hub, which
includes multi-room
functionality and enables
wireless streaming of music
from your smart device via
streaming tech like AirPlay,

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

Chromecast and Bluetooth.
So, how does it sound?
Amazing, thanks to an
upmixing algorithm that
offers a precise soundscape,
with the vocalist deadcentre in the mix and
instrumentation to the sides.
Keep the system
compact with a six-hexagon

configuration, or cover your
entire wall with tiles. A
handy online design tool
from B&O can help you
visually mix and match tiles,
and provide acoustic
recommendations for
optimal placement on
whichever wall you choose.
The BeoSound Shape will
be available in B&O stores
this August and can be
ordered in a range of
colours, including Parisian
Night Blue, Purple Heart and
Wild Dove Grey, and fabrics,
including designer wool.
From £3,400,
bang-olufsen.com/en
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Desire
Furnish your pad with
the ultimate in modern
living accessories

03

01
02

04
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Desire
04 Hemi Fire BoWl
Throw a garden party
with a captivating,
concrete fire bowl
as the centrepiece.
Available in three sizes,
the Hemi Fire Bowl uses
cross-jet and ethanol
burners to conjure
long-lasting flames and
has three fuel types.
From £2,500,
solusdecor.co.uk

05 gAtor Pour-over
coFFee mAker

06
08

07

01 AztecA retro
WooDen BookcAse
Aztec and patchwork
are having a moment in
interior design – and
this vintage-style,
mango wood bookcase
salutes both trends.
With six drawers and
two built-in cupboards,
there’s ample room for
books, knick-knacks
and smaller tech.
£2,095,
alexanderandpearl.
co.uk

02 seA Breeze
PlAte
Part of a Sea Breeze
line of homewares and
accessories (including a
smartphone case), this
ocean-inspired ceramic
plate comes in either
eight or 10 inches, and
can be eaten off or
wall-mounted as a
decorative item.
£15, artrookie.co.uk

03 scion rAitA
rug 24700
Designed by Scion and
handmade in India, the
Raita Rug is a 100 per
cent wool-pile creation
offering high levels of
comfort. Perfect for
lounging on while
listening to vinyl.
From £385,
scion.uk.com
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Savour the ritual of
pour-over brews and
enhance each delicious
note in your coffee.
Gator’s easy-to-clean
coffee maker features a
laser-cut reusable steel
filter to help your coffee
retain more of its
flavour and oils.
£29.97,
coffeegator.com

06 WAll murAl
PHoto WAllPAPer
Want to transform a
room? Cover a wall in
Wallsauce Mural Photo
Wallpaper, like this
evocative Steve Read
print depicting St Ives
harbour. The size is
customisable, with
wallpaper supplied in
easy-align panels.
£POE, wallsauce.com

07 cuBus YArn DYe
BAtH toWels
Woven in a palette of
tonal greys, these
sumptuous cotton
towels (two per set)
with a bold, geometric
design are ideal for
adding a contemporary
touch to your bathroom.
£25, made.com

08 steuArt PADWick
ruBens WingBAck
A timeless piece from an
acclaimed designer, the
toffee brown Rubens
Wingback, covered in
supple top-grain leather
offers a squishy, deep
seat for you to sink into.
£659,
steuartpadwick.co.uk
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SMART HOME SURGERY
YOUR CONNECTED-HOME QUERIES ANSWERED BY T3’S EXPERTS

THE EXPERTS
There’s nothing these lot
don’t know about smart homes

MATT BOLTON
T3’s editor and
wireless home fanatic
Matt is obsessed with
all things TV and home
streaming, as well as
home monitoring, from temperature
to weather to energy usage.

NICK ODANTZIS
Paranoia has taken
hold of deputy editor
Nick, and therefore
he’s become a smart
home-security expert.
He has no fewer than 11 connected
cameras dotted around his house.

MATT JONES, LEEDS
CLAIRE DAVIES
Sleep expert Claire
knows all about
wellbeing tech and
keeping yourself
healthy around the
house. She also knows more than
is healthy about kitchen gadgets!

DUNCAN BELL
Lifestyle editor
Duncan is a connectedhome – and multi-roomaudio – expert, and can
advise on everything
from setting up your Sonos to getting
Amazon Echo to order you a puppy.

SPENCER HART
Mobile tech editor
Spencer covers
everything from coffee
machines and security
cams to ebikes and
phones. If there’s an app for it, he’s
got it installed somewhere.

What tech can help me do
more outdoors cooking?
CLAIRE DAVIES
REPLIES:
If you’re looking to do
most of your cooking in
your garden or yard, the
obvious answer would be a BBQ/grill.
Charbroil makes a wide variety,
including the Gas2Coal Hybrid Grill
(£429.99). This easy-to-use grilling
solution converts gas to charcoal in a
few steps – light the charcoal with the
gas burners and you’re off. Charbroil
also makes a mean griller/roaster/
smoker called The Big Easy. It looks
like a dustbin, so chances are it won’t
get half-inched.
Have limited outdoor space? Try the
Space Grill, a space-saving BBQ/grill
that can be mounted to any wall in
your yard. Crafted from chef-grade
stainless steel, this weatherproof grill

can be folded up when not in use.
But if retro is your style, the Heston
Blumenthal Everdure Furnace threeburner gas BBQ (£699) is rather fancy.
Let’s not forget pizza – nothing
beats a margherita cooked in a
wood-fire oven, and two ovens in
particular have caught our eye. The
first is the Roccbox (£499), a portable
wood and gas oven that can be used
on the beach just as easily as in your
garden. Reaching 500° in 15 minutes,
the Roccbox will cook deliciously light
pizzas, crispy-skinned fish, chargrilled
veggies, flatbreads and juicy burgers.
If you want something a bit more
industrial-looking, the wood pelletpowered Uuni 3 Wood-Fired Oven
(£199) should suit. Like the Roccbox it
cooks pizza quickly and can handle
meat, fish, veggies and flatbreads.

SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO: inbox@t3.com or www.facebook.com/T3mag
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SMART HOME SURGERY
CARL BRYANT, FALMOUTH

I want to control my house using
just my voice. Is this possible?
MATT BOLTON
REPLIES:

MALCOLM EVANS, KENT

What are smart
locks for the
home? And
which do you
recommend?

If you’re a regular reader
of T3, Carl, you may have
spotted our coverage of
the Amazon Echo Dot (£49.99),
Amazon Echo (£149.99) and Google
Home (£129) smart speakers – voiceactivated personal assistants to help
run your home more efficiently.
Lenovo is also getting in on the
game with its Lenovo Smart Assistant
(£TBC), due out this summer, and
there are more voice-activated
gadgets springing up each month.
Fancy a wall-mounted mirror with
built-in AI tech? Try the Duo (duo.

computer), described as being ‘part
mirror, part computer’, with a 27-inch
HD 1080p, five-point multi-touch
display. Using the Duo you can stream
music and movies, play videogames
and control your smart lighting and
heating – all with your voice.
For something centred around
your entire home, try Wondrwall
(wondrwall.co.uk), an intelligent home
living system. The kit includes light
switches with built-in Alexa Voice
Service, an alarm, smart thermostat
and key fobs. Wondrwall uses past
behaviour and real-time analysis to
make adjustments to your home’s
heating, lighting and security systems.

DUNCAN BELL
REPLIES:
I personally wouldn’t use a
smart lock, because home
security seems like one
thing I’d really rather not compromise
on for the sake of being techy.
However, there are some strong
products on the market. Smart locks
let you open doors via an app on your
phone; monitor who’s been in and
out, and keep the door closed so
burglars can’t get in. They also let
you use a physical key as a back-up.
The most obvious application is if
you let out your property via Airbnb or
similar, and can’t be bothered meeting
people to hand over the keys. Smart
locks let you grant access to a person
for a set period of time. They also
enable you to remotely open the door,
should your child/spouse/dominatrix
not have their phone on them.
There are a lot of companies that
have plenty of tech knowledge but no
discernible pedigree in making locks
that can’t be opened with a paper clip
or forceful shove. For that reason I’d
recommend the Yale Conexis L1 Smart
Door Lock (£269), which is from a
classic lock company, boasts all the
features mentioned, and notifies you
if someone tries to get in your house.
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SMART WINDOW AND DOOR SENSORS
Why you need them and which to buy
Regardless of whether you
may have a security camera
installed at home, smart
window and door sensors
add an extra level of
surveillance. These
app-controlled devices are
easy to fit to windows and
doors, and can be bought
singularly or in packs. Place
a sensor on your window or
door and, when movement
is detected near that
window or door, or if they
have been accidentally left
open, you’ll get an

immediate smartphone
alert. There are several
brands offering these
sensors, with key products
including the Hive Window
or Door Sensor (£29),
Elgato’s ), Elgato’s
HomeKit-connected
Eve Door & Window
sensors, D-Link’s
Home Door/
Window Sensor
(£41.99), and the
SwannOne Window
& Door Sensor
(£24.99).
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BEST
TECH

FOR
EVERY
It’s time to tech your life to
another level! T3 presents
the must-have gadgets
you need to update your
home, fix boring commutes,
and make your whole world
more entertaining
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BEST TECH FOR…

UPGRADING
YOUR HOME

2

3

4

5

1
1 Philips Hue
One of the first smart lighting setups, the
Philips Hue system is now a lot more than just
a pretty bulb, with a range of smart lighting
options; from strips to lamps, which can all be
made even smarter with handy add-ons, like a
motion sensor, dimmer or tap switch. Where
the Philips Hue really shines is in its cool effects
that let you bathe your room in daylight,
ambient shades or bright colours.
From £59.99, meethue.com

2

Tado

Tado replaces your boring old thermostat
with one that’s infinitely smarter. For starters,
the Tado mobile app lets you control the
temperature of your home from anywhere, but
it also knows when you’re in and adjusts the
heat from the moment you step through the
door. Tado promises to save you up to 31 per
cent on energy bills.
£3.99 per month, tado.com

3

Wink Hub 2

So you’ve got a lot of smart products? Great!
But if you’re having a hard time getting all your
connected gadgets to play nicely with each
other, you need the Wink Hub 3. It’s a smart
home hub that connects up to your Wi-Fi
network, and then organises and coordinates
all of your smart tech devices. To make life
easier, it’s extremely simple to set up and is
fully wireless.
£TBC ($99.99), wink.com
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4 Belkin WeMo

Insight Switch

If your home isn’t full of smart products, but
you’d like more control of the old-fashioned
stuff, get a smart plug. The Belkin WeMo
Insight Switch is an easy way to connect your
electrical products up to your home network.
With it, you can create rules and turn
appliances on and off. The switch also allows
you to keep tabs on which devices you use the
most, so you can save money on bills.
£49.99, belkin.com

5 Netatmo Healthy
Home Coach

One of the next big trends in home tech is air
quality, and the Netatmo Healthy Home Coach
can help you keep an eye on your house. It
measures air quality, temperature, noise levels
and humidity, then sends alerts to your phone
about what needs to change. It’ll tell you how
to fix problems, like the best humidity levels for
someone with asthma.
£89.95, netatmo.com

6 Amazon Echo, Echo Dot,
and Echo Look

Amazon’s voice-activated assistant can play
music, read audio books and tell you what’s
going on with the news, traffic and weather.
You can also control all kinds of smart home
tech with your voice. Choose from the
standalone Echo, smaller Echo Dot to connect
to your home speakers, and the new Echo Look
(UK release TBC) with a screen, so you can
make video calls and see extra information.
From £44.99, amazon.co.uk
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6

7 Dewalt
DCD796D2B
This Dewalt drill has
Bluetooth batteries,
which you can track via
the ToolConnect mobile
app. It also has LED
worklights and a
spotlight mode.
£175, dewalt.com
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8 Danalock V3

9 Canary Security

The Danalock V3
smart lock uses
government-level AES
256 encryption, is easy
to install and is
compatible with other
smart devices, such as
the Amazon Echo.
£126.80, danalock.com

The Canary Security
camera streams HD
coverage from your
home to your phone, has
a 90dB siren, can
connect to emergency
services via the app and
can auto-arm itself.
£159.95, canary.is
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BEST TECH FOR…

SUMMER
EVENINGS

2

3

1
1

B&O Beoplay A2

This speaker may look super-sleek and
portable, but that doesn’t mean the audio
experts at B&O have cut any corners when it
comes to high-quality sound. It weighs in at
just 1.1kg, has a handy leather strap, and is
both dust- and splash-proof, making it the
perfect companion for delivering chilled-out
tunes to your garden this summer.
£299.95, beoplay.com

2

UE Wonderboom

If you’re looking for a truly party-proof
speaker this summer, the UE Wonderboom
is your new best friend. It’s small, waterproof
up to a depth of three feet, and still manages
to deliver 360-degree sound and impressive
bass for up to ten hours. If you’re planning a
big event and one speaker just won’t cut it,
you can wirelessly pair it with a second
Wonderboom for twice the sound.
£89.95, ultimateears.com

3

Philips Hue Go

This beautiful bowl of light shines the
brightest when it’s connected to the mains,
but because it’s also battery-powered, it’s
ideal for adding different lighting effects to
your summer evenings. Choose from warm,
white light, cool daylight or five colourful
effects. Hook it up to the Philips Hue Bridge
and you can control it with your smartphone
like any other Philips Hue light.
£69.95, philips.co.uk
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4 Aiptek
MobileCinema i70

5 IKEA Solvinden
Solar Lamp

6 Char-Broil The
Big Easy Smoker

A light and portable
projector that’s ideal for
outdoor viewing, its
Wi-Fi interface mirrors
content directly from
your smart device and
has a built-in battery.
£249.99, aiptek.

This floor lamp from
minimal mastermind
IKEA is solar-powered.
Just make sure it’s in
sunlight during the day
and it’ll repay you with a
warm glow at night.
£9, ikea.com

This all-in-one
roaster, smoker and
grill will make outdoor
entertaining a breeze.
Its TRU-infrared
technology makes meat
even more succulent.
£279, charbroil.com
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BEST TECH FOR…

A BETTER COMMUTE
1

1

Ford Mustang 2017

Ford combines classic styling with
modern technology for its 2017 Mustang.
Packed full of innovative features, we like the
Sync 3 system, which enables you to keep
up to date with notifications, calls and texts,
and has integrated Android Auto and Apple
CarPlay. All models have at least 300BHP
(up to 526BHP in the Shelby GT350).
From £32,765, ford.com

2
2

Coboc Ecycle

One of the best ebikes currently out
there, this stylish ecycle is packed with
smart stuff, including a 36V battery and
250-watt rear hub motor, all within a sleek
aluminium frame. It has a range of 80km
on just a two-hour charge time, and is
surprisingly light for a tech-rammed bike.
£2,899, coboc.biz

3 Gazelle CX HMB

4 Lumos Helmet

One of the best-selling
cycles in ebike-loving
Holland, the Gazelle
shifts gears automatically
if the pedal effort is too
high or too easy, and has a
motor range of 80 miles.
£2,599,
gazellebikes.co.uk

Lumos has lights in the
front and rear so you’re
more visible on the road.
Handlebar controls
activate turn signals, and
a built-in accelerometer
activates a red brake light.
£131.13,
lumoshelmet.co
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5 Bose Quiet
Comfort35
The audio experts at
Bose called these their
“best headphones yet”
with 20 hours of battery
life and noise-cancelling
tech that keeps out all
unwanted sounds.
£329.95, bose.co.uk
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BEST TECH FOR…

MIND-BLOWING HOME CINEMA
1 Panasonic 4K Ultra HD Blu-Ray
Player DMP-UB700EB

1

2

3

4

The second 4K Blu-ray player released by Panasonic,
the UB700EB lets you watch 4K discs, standard and 3D
Blu-rays, plus DVDs and CDs all with best-in-class detail,
great colour performance and an exceptional standard
of picture quality. The player grants you access to a
really well-stocked app portal, which features some of
the most popular services, such as Netflix, BBC iPlayer,
Spotify, Amazon Video, BBC News and YouTube.
£349.99, panasonic.com

2 Sony VPL-HW45ES Full SXRD
Home Cinema Projector

If you don’t want to share the cinema experience with
a room full of strangers noisily eating popcorn, bring the
cinema home with this top-rated Full HD projector from
Sony. This piece of high-end home cinema kit delivers
amazingly detailed images and bright, bold colour
palettes. Designed to make everything from Netflix to
the latest Blu-ray movies look fabulous, it comes
preloaded with special presets, including a gaming
mode for input lag reduction.
£2,035, richersounds.com

3 Bose SoundTouch 300 Wireless

4

LG E6 OLED TV (OLED65E6V)

Soundbar System

For an audio experience that looks just as good as it
sounds, you can’t beat this soundbar from the experts
at Bose. Packed with custom drivers, as well as Bose’s
QuietPort and PhaseGuide technology, the SoundTouch
300 delivers a premium audio performance in a slim,
sleek and wireless design. Wi-Fi-connected and
Bluetooth-enabled, you can also use the soundbar to
play music from your smartphone. To create an even
more immersive, cinematic experience, add a bass
module, surround speakers… or both!
£599.95, bose.co.uk

5

The E6’s OLED pixels are able to emit their own light
or completely switch off, meaning this super-slim 4K
HDR TV can display the deepest levels of black, provide
a huge range of contrast and the brightest of colours. It
has a built-in soundbar, so there’s no need to clutter your
living room with more speakers. The balance between
size, quality and price here is just fantastic.
£3,199, lg.com/uk

5 Denon AVR X1300W

Home Cinema Receiver

This 7.2 channel AV receiver allows you to create a
cinema-like experience in your front room with Dolby
Atmos and DTS:X compatibility, as well as support for
Ultra HD Blu-ray. With built-in Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, you
can listen to music streaming services or internet radio
stations. Eight sources can be connected up to the
receiver through two optical and six HDMI inputs, which
play nice with all the latest display tech, like 4K and HDR.
£299, superfi.co.uk

6 Q Acoustics 3000 5.1 Home
Cinema Speaker Package

If you’re looking for best-in-class surround sound for
your living room that looks sharp and modern too, then
your search is over. This home cinema speaker set from
Q Acoustics features four bookshelf speakers, a centre
speaker and an active subwoofer, which will have no
problems filling small or medium-sized rooms with
high-quality sound. The package is fit for delivering
exceptional audio for everything from regular TV and
movie nights to parties and sporting events.
£775, qacoustics.co.uk
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6

AUDIO EXTRAS

1 Cambridge Audio
Yoyo (M)

2 Yamaha
WXAD-10

These Bluetooth
speakers bring you
powerful stereo sound.
They also have gesture
control and a handy
USB charging port.
£300,
cambridgeaudio.com

This makes your old
sound kit smart. Hook it
up to anything that has
an analogue input and it
adds AirPlay, Bluetooth,
and MusicCast multiroom support.
£149, yamaha.com/en

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

3 Oppo PM-1
Designed strictly for
audiophiles, these
luxurious headphones
are covered in lambskin
leather and, using planar
magnetic driver tech,
deliver sound that is
beyond brilliant.
£1,099, oppodigital.com
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BEST TECH FOR…

TAKING CARE OF
YOURSELF
1

BARGAIN FITNESS STARTER KIT

1 Fitbit charge 2
The Fitbit Charge 2
keeps track of steps and
sleep, as well as heartrate monitoring and
multi-sport tracking.
It also has a simple, but
handy, guided breathing
setting for de-stressing.
£139.99, fitbit.com
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2 Plantronics
Backbeat Fit Wirele

3 New Balance
Vazee Pace V2

These Bluetooth
headphones are flexible
and waterproof, so they
can withstand the most
sweaty workouts, and
last up to eight hours.
£109.99,
plantronics.com

A great pair of
running shoes if you’re
looking for support as
you hit the road or the
treadmill, but still need
a light shoe that can
take the disance.
£44, newbalance.co.uk
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2

3

4

5

1

TomTom Spark 3

Built with serious runners in mind, the
TomTom Spark 3 has best-in-class GPS
tracking, multi-sport tracking, an all-day
activity tracker and a heart-rate monitor, all
packed inside a durable and waterproof
wristband. It stands out among the
competition because you can stream music,
track your workout and use its GPS smarts
all without your phone. Ideal for those who
want to leave email notifications at home.
£219.99, tomtom.com

2

Moov HR Burn/Sweat

There are two products in Moov’s HR
collection, the Sweat and the Burn. Both
read your heart rate as you work out, ideal
for running and interval training. The Sweat
takes readings directly from your temple, a
spot that’s meant to be the most accurate.
But if you don’t like the idea of wearing it on
your head, opt for the HR Burn instead,
which is a more discreet chest strap.
£77, moov.cc

6

phone and use it in other apps.
£149.95, withings.com

4

Even skipping ropes are smart nowadays,
and this futuristic rope syncs with your
smartphone, tracking the number of times
you’ve jumped, the calories you’ve burned
and how long your workout was. If you’d
rather not use your phone, embedded lEDs
can flash real-time stats into the air.
£69.95, tangramfactory.com

5

Withings Aura

using a mixture of lights and sounds, the
Aura lulls you to sleep and tracks your sleep
throughout the night via a sensor under your
mattress. Because it keeps tabs on your
movement, breathing and heart rate, in the
morning it’ll slowly wake you up at the best
point during your sleep cycle so you’re more
likely to feel energised rather than grumpy.
£189.99, withings.com

6
3

Tangram Smart Rope

Babyliss iStubble
Beard Trimmer

Withings Body Cardio

We all know measuring body weight
alone doesn’t tell us much about our overall
health, but the Body Cardio from Withings
collects loads of data when you step on it,
from heart rate and pulse wave velocity to
BMI and muscle mass. It keeps track of up to
eight users and Wi-Fi and Bluetooth tech
means you can sync up the data to your
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For those who like their facial hair short
and neat, this Babyliss beard trimmer has 15
different length settings to choose from and
a smooth, contouring head designed to
track the curves of your face for accuracy.
you can set your desired length on an lCD
screen, which also displays the level of
charge so you’re never caught out.
£60, babyliss.co.uk
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BEST TECH FOR…

FUN AND
GAMES
1

2

3

4

Parrot Disco FPV

Take to the skies with this impressive fixed-wing
drone. It can speed around at an impressive 50MPH
and it’s fitted with a Full HD 1080p camera, which
records stunning footage that you can watch in real
time. But the best news is, you’ll be able to experience
it yourself with the first-person-view headset, which
allows you to take in the view from the drone’s frontmounted camera in 360 degrees.
£1,149.99, parrot.com

2

1

Playstation PS4 Pro and PSVR

Sony has upgraded its popular PS4 console with
more powerful tech, providing a ‘boost mode’ for
improved performance and 4K/HDR support, as well
as a number of smaller improvements. For the most
immersive gaming experience, pair it with Sony’s
virtual reality headset, which gets you right into the
games without an elaborate set-up. Though just one
warning: there are so many amazing games to play, you
might never leave your house again.
From £349.99, playstation.com

3 360 Fly 4K Panoramic
360° Camera

Built for adventures, this dustproof, shockproof and
water-resistant camera allows you to capture
360-degree movies at a crisp 4K resolution on-the-fly.
You can equip yourself with different accessories for
better videos that are suited to you, such as the

Camera Dive Housing for those who seriously love the
water and a Handlebar Mount for off-road cycling.
£489, amazon.co.uk

4

HTC Vive

The most spectacular VR experience currently on
the market, the HTC Vive offers slick integration with
online gaming platform Steam, a good set of
controllers and a truly immersive experience that lets
you wander round a game world in your living room
thanks to two room trackers. You’ll just need a PC with
a beefy graphics card to team it up with.
£759, vive.com

5

5

Snapchat Spectacles

With Snapchat’s smart sunglasses, you can record
video clips directly from your face then transfer them
wirelessly to Memories on Snapchat. They’re awesome
for grabbing those fun summer moments. The problem
is that they’re currently only on sale in the US. To get
them here you’ll have to ask a friend to pick some up
next time they’re stateside, try eBay, or use a service
like Big Apple Buddy (bigapplebuddy.com). A bit of a
hassle, then, but very much worth it.
$129.99 (£99.81), snap.com

6

Razer Blade

We’ve already recommended this for work on page
20, but it’s brilliant for play, too. With a powerful Intel
processor and NVIDIA GTX 1060 graphics tech, it’s
good enough for VR gaming (including using the Vive
above), as well as all the latest games in boring old 2D.
The basic screen is Full HD, but you can even choose to
upgrade to a 4K Ultra HD display.
From £1,799, razerzone.com
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GREAT NEW GAMES

1 Mario Kart 8
Deluxe
An essential for
Nintendo Switch owners
– it’s some of the best
multiplayer gaming ever.
There’s a Smart Steering
feature for newbies, too!
£49.99,
nintendo.co.uk
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2 Prey

3 Tekken 7

Explore a space
station infested with
aliens in this ‘BioShock
in space’ games on PS4,
Xbox One and PC. You
can play it your way –
gung ho or stealthy.
£29.99,
prey.bethesda.net

20 years after the
original Tekken first
came to PlayStation, the
newest edition brings all
the classic fighters (as
well as some new ones)
back together for the PC,
Xbox One, PS4 and PSVR.
£44, tekken.com
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THE NEW
MOVEMENT
The new generation of
Android Wear 2.0 watches
is here. It’s time to strap
on a techy timepiece
WORDS ANDREW WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY JOE BRANSTON
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Casio WSD-F20
Many smartwatches want to look like
normal watches. The Casio WSD-F20
doesn’t, with a giant frame like a Garmin
Forerunner sports watch. Prep your
wrist in advance.
This watch crams in military-spec
ruggedisation and 50-metre water
resistance, though it’s meant for a casual
swim instead of diving. It would rather
be up a mountain, or on the slopes.
There’s an app for hikers, cyclists,
skiers, fisher-folk and even paddle
boarders, and the tracker software is
some of the best pre-installed in a
watch. GPS tracking and offline maps
are also big wins. The battery still only
lasts a day and change, but a clever
dual-layer screen lets it last a full month
when used in a neat watch-only mode.
£450, wsd.casio.com

T3 SAYS One of the best
smartwatches on the market
for extreme sport fans,
though the chunky build
doesn’t fix the smartwatch
battery life issue.
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Huawei Watch 2
Huawei’s first Watch was one of the
most stylish of the year. This one, well,
isn’t. Despite a high-quality ceramic
bezel, some of the other watches here
make the Huawei Watch 2 seem toy-like.
If being proud of the watch you wear is
priority number one, keep on looking.
What it does do is fit a lot of tech into a
normal-sized watch. There’s GPS, a
heart-rate sensor, NFC and Bluetooth.
Anything an Android Wear watch can
do, the Huawei Watch 2 can do too.
What we really want is last year’s
beautiful design with this year’s features.
£329, huawei.com

T3 SAYS It has all the tech a
modern smartwatch needs, but
an uninspiring look will put
off the more fashion-forward.

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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BEST FOR
DESIGN

Michael Kors Access
Handbag king
Michael Kors is putting
his name on smartwatches.
As you’d hope, the design doesn’t
disappoint. We’ve been given more
compliments wearing this than any
Wear watch to date. It’s a stunner, and
is available with a stainless steel strap.
Don’t look too deep, though,
because the Michael Kors Access has
the worst screen on test, with a cut-out
at the bottom that takes the edge off.
With no GPS and no heart-rate sensor,
its roll-call of features is also
disappointingly short.
£329, michaelkors.com

T3 SAYS This is a smartwatch with
looks to drool over, but its screen
and lack of higher-end features won’t
please a lot of tech heads.
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Tag Heuer
Connected Modular 45
Is the weight of your wallet getting to you?
The Tag Heuer Connected Modular 45 can
help. However, like other Tag Heuer watches
it’s made to last more-or-less forever, with a
titanium frame that won’t rust or discolour.
The design is great, as long as you don’t
mind unashamedly masculine wristwear. And it
can be fully customised thanks to its modular
make-up. There are even diamond-encrusted
versions costing over £5,000.
Inside, Tag Heuer has come up with some of
the most convincing digital watch faces we’ve
seen, although Android Wear has mostly been
left as-is. GPS is the star tech extra, adding
fitness cred, but Tag Heuer left out the
heart-rate sensor, sadly.
£1,450, tagheuer.com

T3 SAYS No smartwatch is going to age
well over five years, but this classy
number has a better chance of fighting
time than any other.
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Samsung Gear S3 Classic
How about something completely different? The Samsung
Gear S3 Classic actually isn’t a Wear watch. It runs Tizen OS.
Its star feature: Tizen is built around the circular watch face,
controlled using the Gear S3’s addictively clicky rotating bezel.
It’s a stress toy by itself, and super-intuitive.
Battery life is much better than the Wear average too, at two
to three days between charges Add a classy look of simple
stainless steel given an edge with teeth that ring around the
bezel, and you wonder, what’s not to like?
The big issue is apps. Samsung pre-installs a bunch of goodies,
but there’s not much extra gold on Samsung’s Gear App Store.
£349, samsung.com

T3 SAYS It’s a great take on how
a smartwatch should operate, but
Samsung’s Tizen system is gagging
for more useful third-party apps.
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State of the Art

All the
Words: Nick Odantzis
Photography: Neil Godwin

range
PURE BATTERY POWER, GADGETS
GALORE AND FUNKY STYLING –
THESE E-MACHINES ARE THE
ULTIMATE TOOLS FOR THE ROAD

WHAT’S ON TEST…

1

Hyundai Ioniq
Hyundai’s new-on-the-escene Ioniq looks brilliant
on paper, with a luxurious
cabin, great battery range
and lots of gadgets.
PRICE: From £24,995
URL: hyundai.co.uk
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2

Renault Zoe
The Zoe is an ideal city car
but this 2017 model gets a
battery upgrade, giving it
a motorway-bothering 250
miles of range.
PRICE: From £19,845
URL: renault.co.uk

3

Kia Soul EV
Kia’s e-machine still packs
a punch, with an impressive
spec, but it’s not brand-new
and will its lower battery
range hold it back?
PRICE: £25,495
URL: kia.com
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State of the Art

electric cars

UST A COUPLE OF YEARS
AGO, WE WOULDN’T HAVE
BLAMED YOU FOR TURNING
YOUR NOSE UP AT AN
ELECTRIC CAR. RANGE ANXIETY
HAS PLAGUED THE ADOPTION OF
BATTERY-POWERED AUTOMOBILES,
BUT THINGS HAVE MOVED ON SINCE
THEN, AND YOU CAN NOW TRAVEL
FAR ON A SINGLE CHARGE.

J

Lithium-ion battery technology has,
unsurprisingly, got better since T3 compared
electric cars in mid-2015. Back then, a Renault
Zoe was capable of a maximum of 149 miles,

but just how much have things improved? The
three EV models we’re putting to test in this
issue, almost two years later, represent a broad
spectrum of what’s available in 2017. First up is
the Kia Soul EV. Launched in 2015, the Korean
manufacturer’s take on the electric car theme
is the only one here that’s based on an existing
model in its lineup. With up to 132 miles of
range, it’s the lowest here by some way, but it’s
packed with gadgets, and those love-it-orhate-it looks might be enough to swing you.
Then there’s Hyundai’s Ioniq. Released at the
tail end of 2016, it’s the newest and most
hi-tech car here, and its three-in-one car

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

personality enables you to choose your
preferred method of fueling, whether it’s
hybrid, hybrid plug-in, or pure electric.
Naturally, we’ve gone for the electric version,
which promises 174 miles of range, coupe-style
looks and a wealth of safety features.
Finally, the Renault Zoe - Europe’s bestselling EV in 2016 – blows the old model, and
indeed, the competition, out of the water, with
an astonishing 250-mile range thanks to an
upgraded battery. But there’s more to an EV
than just range - let’s look at all aspects of
these models and find out which one you’ll
want to hook up to your mains power.
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State of the Art

TEST 01:

KIA SOUL EV

DESIGN

They’re at the forefront of auto
tech, so they should look like it too

et’s be honest - none of these cars
are particularly sexy. Electric cars
aren’t meant to be an emotional
purchase - after all they’re
designed to save you cash while you drive,
and make the experience peaceful as well as
smog-free. But that doesn’t mean they can’t
be cool. Take Kia’s Soul EV - it’s got minivan
proportions, but with its wicked two-tone
paint job, LED driving lights front and rear,
and funky wheels, it’s certainly an eyecatcher. The same can’t be said of the interior,
though. While you get neat touches like the
colour-changing door speaker surrounds and a
beautiful OLED dash, the grey trim feels like
it’s been lifted out of the ’80s.
In stark contrast, the Ioniq looks quite the
sleek and sporty thing - unsurprising given its
aero design, which Hyundai says has a slippery
0.24 coefficient of drag, helping its overall
battery range - especially at higher speeds.
With the charger relocated from the front to a

L

The inside of the Ioniq
feels as if you’ve stepped
into a luxury car
more traditional spot on the side, it’s devoid of
the usual lines, making it rather smooth and
shapely. On the inside, Hyundai has stepped
up. On this Premium SE model, with its
cosseting leather trim, electrically adjustable
seats, and wireless phone charger, there’s a
feeling of high class, as if you’ve stepped into
a luxury car, rather than an eco-minded
machine. You also get super-bright LED
headlights, unlike the others, so you really
do get a lot for your money.
The Zoe, unchanged aesthetically from its
launch back in 2013, takes things in an entirely
different direction, with a refreshingly simple
look and feel. Although it lacks the ultimate
quality and tech-fest of both Korean cars –
the dash is only TFT LCD, as is the slightly
undersized touchscreen interface – it’s more
user-friendly. We still love the funky interior,
distinctive lights, and hidden rear-door
handles carried over from the old model, but
the Zoe still looks like a normal car - great if
you want the electric charm and savings
without being noticed.
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We loved those chunky, funky looks, and it certainly gets some stares

SPECS
MOTOR: Permanent
magnet sychronous
motor
BATTERY: Lithium ion
CONNECTOR: AC (Type 1)
and DC (CHAdeMO)
PERFORMANCE:
Max torque – 285NM
Max power – 109HP
0-62 – 10.8 seconds
Top Speed – 90mph
Range – 132 miles
MODEL:
Kia Soul EV (£25,495)
- Projector headlights
- LED daytime
running lights

- LED rear
combination lights
- LED high-mounted
brake light
- Electrically
folding, adjustable
and heated door
mirrors with LED
indicator lights
- Heated steering
wheel and front seats
- Electronic
parking brake
- Climate air
conditioning with
dual zones
- Cruise control
- Smart keyless entry
- Front-speaker mood
lights

- Six-speaker system
- 3.5-inch OLED
Supervision cluster
- 8-inch touchscreen
satellite navigation
with European mapping
- Bluetooth, USB and
aux connectors
- Reversing camera
system
- Front and rear
parking sensors
- Flex steer driving
modes

Test 01 winner

HYUNDAI IONIQ

The Ioniq oozes charm, and a sense of
opulence, both inside and out. It’s also
packed with loads of tech, making it feel
like incredible value for money
Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

State of the Art

ELECTRIC CARS
HYUNDAI IONIQ

RENAULT ZOE

The Ioniq looks thoroughly modern, but it’s probably the safest design here

Despite being four years old, the Zoe still stands out as a cool little car

SPECS

SPECS

MOTOR: Permanent
magnet sychronous
motor
BATTERY: Lithium ion
CONNECTOR: CCS
(Combined Charging
System)
PERFORMANCE:
Max torque – 295NM
Max power – 118HP
0-62 – 10.2 seconds
Normal driving mode
9.9 seconds sport mode
Top speed – 103mph
Range – 174 miles
MODELS:
Premium (£24,995)

- LED headlights
- Heated steering
wheel and seats
- Single-zone
climate control
- Smart adaptive
cruise control
- Power-folding heated
door mirrors
- Rear camera and
guidance parking
system
- Rear parking sensors
- Supervision TFT
7-inch instrument
cluster
- 8-inch touchscreen
satellite navigation
- Wireless phone
charging

- Infinity sound
system
- Lane departure
warning system
- Keyless entry
Premium SE (£26,795)
- Alloy pedals
- Ventilated seats
- Electrically
adjustable driver’s
seat with memory
- Leather trim
- Parking sensors
front and rear
- Blind spot
detection system
- Rear cross
traffic alert

GO COMPARE
Ignore the base – what do these cars really cost?
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MOTOR: AC synchronous
electric
BATTERY: 12 module,
lithium ion
CONNECTOR: Euro Type
2, six-metre cable for
slow/fast charging;
Chameleon charger
PERFORMANCE:
Max Torque – 220NM
Maximum Power – 92hp
(88BHP Quick Charge)
0-62 – 13.5 seconds
Top speed – 84mph
Range – 250 miles (230
Quick Charge)
MODELS:
Expression Nav
(19,845)

- Cruise control
- Automatic
climate control
- Renault R-LINK
Multimedia system
with TomTom nav
- Free 7kw wallbox
charger

Bluetooth, hands free
- Leather steering
wheel and gearknob
- Rear parking sensors

Dynamique Nav
(£23,770, Quick Charge
£24,520)

- Rear parking sensors
with reverse camera
- Part leather trim
- 16-inch grey shadow
alloy wheels
- Bose 3D sound with
R-Link Multimedia
system and 7-inch
touchscreen, DAB,
Bluetooth, hands free,
voice control

- Hands-free key card
- 4 x 35W 3D sound
Renault R-Link
Mutltimedia
system with 7-inch
touchscreen, TomTom
LIVE navigation, DAB,

On paper, the Zoe looks like the
cheapest car here, and the base
model i Expression Nav is just that,
but for £19,845 you get a basic spec
with a 149 mile range battery.
Add the 250 Z.E 40 battery, only
available on Dynamique or
Signature models, and you’re
looking at £23,770. The top of the

Signature Nav
(£26,020, Quick Charge
£26,770)

range i Signature Nav model costs
£26,770, making it a big investment.
Both the Ioniq and, to a slightly
lesser degree, Soul EV are similar in
price to the posher Zoe models, but
you get a better higher spec there.
Essentially, you’re paying to get
superior range in the Zoe, so it
depends where your priorities lie.
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TEST 02:

KIA SOUL EV

DRIVING

An electric car isn’t cheap to buy,
so it’s got to feel special to drive

f the cars here, the Zoe is the one
that’s the easiest to just get in and
drive; even your gran could get the
hang of it. Admittedly, it feels a
little more basic to drive – the suspension is
slightly bouncy and the bench-like seats mean
you slide around in corners – but around town
it’s perfect, its smaller size enabling you to nip
into tight spots. On the open road the Zoe has
slightly less power than its test competitors,
but it’s plenty to get you up to speed. Press the
Eco button and you can save charge in town, as
the car throttles back performance, but you’ll
need to keep switching over because it’s slow
as hell on the open road. Space inside is good –
it’s the second most spacious. There’s a decent
boot, but rear leg room is lacking slightly.
Moving from the Zoe to the Ioniq, you’d be
forgiven for thinking you were in a spaceship,
such is the number of buttons and gadgets on
offer. Its luxurious interior makes this a
pleasure to sit in - the seats even automatically

O

Unique to the Soul EV is a button on the steering wheel to switch between
steering modes. Comfort offers the lightest feel, while Sport is heaviest

The Soul EV offers the
most fun all-round
driving experience
move forward to your chosen driving position.
But taller/less flexible types will dislike the
lower roof/seat on offer; it’s hard to find the
right position. There’s loads of room inside,
with a massive boot, making the Ioniq the best
for long distances with a family. It’s got a really
sporty feel, helped by the low centre of gravity
and its sport mode, which makes the car feel
racier when activated. We loved the gearstickless gear system too.
That said, and despite its box-like
dimensions, the Soul EV offers the most fun
driving experience, with the best all-round
feel - flick the traditional-style gear lever into
D (or B, to enhance regenerative braking), grip
the chunky, sporty wheel and away you go.
It’s got decent power, the suspension is firm,
but fair and very responsive. Most importantly
it has a comfy, commanding driving position
which taller types will like (helped by good
seat and steering adjustment), and rear
legroom is great. The boot space is small,
however; the Kia has the least amount of
interior space, so something had to give.
6 8 T3 J U LY 2 0 1 7

The gear lever has all the standard driving modes you’d expect, but ‘B’ mode
gives you added regenerative braking – ideal for saving energy around town

Test 02 winner

KIA SOUL EV

Comfortable driving position with lots of
space throughout the interior (bar the boot),
excellent handling and great feel through the
wheel, and there’s plenty of poke
Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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ELECTRIC CARS
HYUNDAI IONIQ

RENAULT ZOE

The Ioniq has the nicest steering wheel - chunky, with a D-shaped bottom

The interior of the Zoe is relatively spartan; the only buttons on the

for extra sportiness. Both the Ioniq and Soul EV wheels are heated!

wheel are for cruise control – available as standard on all models

A space-age button-activated gear system, with comfy wrist rest is made

A standard no-frills gear selector is complemented by an equally no-frills

even more futuristic with adjacent wireless phone-charging pad

analogue parking brake - there’s no electronic unit as in the Kia or Hyundai

GREEN INCENTIVE
Do electric cars still get the government grant?

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

Early last year, the Plug-in Car
Grant (PiCG) scheme was modified,
with a reduction in the discount
being offered as an incentive to
new customers. If you’re looking at
a hybrid vehicle, which is now
classified as a Category 2 vehicle in
terms of emissions and electric
range, you only get £2,500 off the

price of a new vehicle (half what
you received previously). If you’re
wanting to get an electric car,
there’s much more incentive to
do so. Classified as a Category 1
vehicle, you’re elegible for £4,500
off the price of a new car (just £500
less than previously), so smart
buyers should choose full electric.
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TEST 03:

KIA SOUL EV

CHARGING
AND RANGE
Crunch time: just how far can you go,
and how easy are they to charge?

wo years ago, when the Soul EV
launched, its max range of 132
miles would have been
competitive, but things have
moved on, and the Soul EV hasn’t. More’s
the pity, as it’s got a mile-munching cabin.
Charging-wise the Kia is unique in that it
accommodates both AC and DC (CHAdeMO)
chargers, so you can use either depending on
the charger available. Find a fast charger and
DC will give you 80 per cent charge in just 33
minutes. Though lacking in range, the Soul EV
is the most reliable car to charge; the
CHAdeMO connector accounts for 36 per cent
of the charging points in the UK.
Like the Kia, Hyundai’s Ioniq is a
comfortable, long-distance cruiser. Yet its 174

T

The Soul EV’s front faux grille slides open to reveal dual connectors – you
get a regular AC connector and a fast-charge CHAdeMO DC connector

With a 3.5-inch OLED

The Soul EV is the most
reliable car to charge in
the UK right now
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you can easily read
the instrument
display in any
condition - even if
it’s super sunny!

Battery battle
SOUL EV

RANGE:
132 MILES

CHARGE TIME
(AT HOME):
4-5 HOURS

FAST CHARGE TO
80 PER CENT
(PUBLIC):
33 MINS

REGULAR
SOCKET
CHARGE:
11-14 HOURS

BATTERY BARS

mile range doesn’t go that far; we expected
better of a new design. The charging system is a
combined charger system (CCS), which is a bit
like a standard AC charger with another
connector underneath. These aren’t quite as
common on public chargers, accounting for
25.1 per cent of charging points in the UK, so
you’ll need to plan your charging in advance.
The standard battery on the Zoe gives you
149 miles range. If you opt for the new higher
capacity Z.E. 40 battery, as in our test car (only
available in Dynamique or Signature variants),
you get a staggering 250 miles max range. The
double-edged sword is that it takes 1 hour 52
minutes to ‘fast charge’ it to 80 per cent, but if
you opt for the pricier Z.E 40 Quick Charge,
overall range is cut slightly to 230 miles, but an
80 per cent charge takes 1 hour 5 minutes; still
not super fast, mind, but the added range
means you’re less likely to charge it in public.
The Zoe’s Mennekes Type 2 charger is available
at 29.5 per cent of UK stations, making it the
second most charge-friendly option.

Supervision cluster,

Test 03 winner

RENAULT ZOE

The Zoe, once again, proves that it rules the
roost when it comes to EV user-friendliness,
with simple charging, a Tesla-tickling battery
range and a free home charger
Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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ELECTRIC CARS
HYUNDAI IONIQ

RENAULT ZOE

The Ioniq uses the Combined Charging System (CCS), giving you a conventional

The Zoe is the neatest charging system, using a Mennekes Type 2 AC connector

AC connector with DC connector beneath. It’s a tidier solution than the Kia’s

(or Chameleon, as Renault prefers to call it)

uncluttered, the

the entire display

Zoe’s dash looks

changes depending

sweet and only gives

on what driving mode

you the crucial

you’ve selected

driving stats

Battery battle

Battery battle

IONIQ

ZOE

CHARGE TIME
(AT HOME):
4-5 HOURS

FAST CHARGE TO
80 PER CENT
(PUBLIC):
30 MINS

REGULAR
SOCKET
CHARGE:
12 HOURS

GET YOUR FREE LUNCH
Cheap to run, and they even throw in a wallbox…

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

RANGE:
CHARGE TIME
250 MILES (230
(AT HOME):
FOR QUICK
7-8 HOURS
CHARGE BATTERY)

FAST CHARGE TO
80 PER CENT
(PUBLIC):
1 HOUR 32 MIN

At the time of writing, all three
cars come with a home wallbox
charger, gratis. That knocks about
£500 off the price. However, Renault
is the only one offering this on a
permanent basis – Kia and Hyundai
are using theirs as a carrot-on-astick to entice new owners in, so
there’s no guarantee those offers

REGULAR
SOCKET
CHARGE:
25 HOURS

BATTERY BARS

Clear and

looks brilliant, and

BATTERY BARS

RANGE:
174 MILES

The Ioniq’s dash

will last. A wallbox is essential,
however, as it charges you car
quickly and safely - the regular AC
adapter is meant for emergency use
only. It’s worth it – according to POD
Point (pod-point.com), it’ll cost you
about £3 for a 150 mile charge, or
about 40p per day on an average
daily commute of 20 miles. Cheap!
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The overall
winner is…
1st Renault Zoe
Price: From £19,845 URL: renault.co.uk
competitors, and fast
charging isn’t that fast.
T3 SAYS: The Zoe would make an
ideal city car due to its size
and ease of use, and it’s also
best on long journeys, due to
its range. Our pick would be
the Dynamique, which gives
you the bigger battery and
the best mix of features.

T3 RATES: The best battery
range here by a country mile
(actually 76), the most
user-friendly car of the
bunch and it’s also the
cheapest; you get a wallbox
charger included free of
charge at any time you buy.
T3 SLATES: The specification
is quite basic, considering
its price tag, it’s not quite
as nice to drive as its test

2nd Hyundai Ioniq

3rd Kia Soul EV

Price: From £24,995
URL: hyundai.co.uk

Price: From £25,495
URL: kia.com

T3 RATES: Luxurious and techy;
wonderful drive; 30-min fast
charge; good value.
T3 HATES: CCS public chargers
harder to find.
T3 SAYS: Had the battery
range been better, the Ioniq
would be first place, but
this is a stellar effort for
Hyundai’s first electric car.

T3 RATES: Great to drive, cool
to look at, comfy, 33-min fast
charge, supports most popular
type of fast charger.
T3 HATES: The range needs a
massive boost; come on, Kia!
T3 SAYS: The game has moved
on, but with a few updates
the Soul EV would be a
serious contender.

FIVE WAYS TO INCREASE YOUR DRIVING RANGE
01 DRIVE SENSIBLY
Your pedal input has a direct
influence on how long your
battery lasts. On short
commutes use the right pedal
economically, stick to the speed
limit and look far ahead so that
you can minimise the amount of
time spent braking and
accelerating again. If you’re
heading to a motorway, keep the
speed under 65mph to reduce
the amount of battery suck.

02 TURN IT OFF
7 2 T3 J U LY 2 0 1 7

Whether you’re heating your car
in the winter, or cooling it in the
summer (using air con), you’ll use
more energy to do so, draining
your battery quicker, so try to
minimise their use.

03 CHECK DRIVING DATA
All electric cars offer battery
stats, enabling you to see how
much energy you’re using while
you drive, with tips on how to
improve your charge so check it
out. Some cars will even suggest
the most range-friendly route

within the built-in satellite
navigation, so use this.

04 USE ECO MODE
The eco mode found in electric
cars – usually activated at the
press of a button or via the gear
lever – limits the level of
acceleration and increases the
amount of energy recuperated
when braking, or when you’re
coasting down hilly roads, so it’s
wise to use this - especially in
the city, when you’re doing a lot
of stop-start driving.

05 TIME YOUR CHARGING
When an electric car finishes
charging, it gradually starts to
discharge. By scheduling your
charging, so that it finishes just
before you want to use your car,
you’ll be able to gain those
precious few extra miles from
your battery. The bonus of doing
this is that you’ll increase the
longevity of the battery, and if
you’re charging overnight you
can take advantage of off-peak
energy tariffs and save a bunch
of money too!

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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ELECTRIC CARS

essential
Zoe options

Increase your enjoyment of electric car
ownership, and your driving range, with
these essential options

01

Z.E. 40 QUICK CHARGE

1

Spec the Dynamique Nav model and you
get the option of specifying the Q90
engine with Quick Charge battery. Range is
dropped a smidgen to 230 miles, and power
output is marginally less than the R90 engine,
but because the battery has a 43kw charge
rate, charging times are dropped significantly.
£750

REAR PARKING SENSORS
WITH REVERSING CAMERA

2

The standard rear-parking sensors on
the Zoe are invaluable for indicating how close
you are to objects behind you. Pair it with the
reversing camera and you can see too!
£250

02

03

EXTERIOR PAINT

3
04

The standard paintwork on the Zoe is
very, erm, stark. If the standard white
colour isn’t for you, then there are a variety of
colours available. Our choice would be the
colour shown on these very pages – Zircon
Blue – as it’s an eco kind of colour (blue and
green is all the rage) but looks classy.
£625

BATTERY RENTAL

4

By choosing to lease the battery, you
get a variety of benefits. The main one is
the price tag - battery rental knocks £5,000
off this, making it a much cheaper way to buy
a new car. Then there’s the battery upkeep
– Renault will take care of this, so if your
battery starts to lose charge after a few years,
the company will simply replace it.
From £59 per month

05

17-INCH TECH RUN
DIAMOND CUT WHEELS

5

The standard 16-inch wheels just don’t
quite fill those gaps enough, making the Zoe
appear bigger than it really is. These 17-inch
wheels are perfect for the size of the car and
the diamond cut finish looks special.
£310

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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THE DAILY GRIND

HASTA LA
BARISTA,
BABY
CAN TECH – BOTH DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE – HELP
OUR MAN MAKE BETTER COFFEE, OR DOES IT TAKE AN
EXPERT’S TOUCH TO REALLY MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
PHOTOGRAPHY
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JOE BRANSTON

WORDS

DUNCAN BELL

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

The mission
Can our man make
the ultimate cup
of coffee, aided
by the latest
and greatest in
beverage-creating
equipment, and a
geunine expert?

The man
Duncan drinks
gallons of coffee.
He owns several
ludicrously
expensive coffee
makers. Yet he
knows next to
nothing about it.

The tech
Aerobie Aeropress
£30,
aeropress.co.uk
Hario Technica
Coffee Syphon
From £100,
hario.co.uk
Kitchenaid Cold
Brew Coffee Maker
£129,
kitchenaid.co.uk
Kitchenaid Artisan
Burr Grinder
From £175,
kitchenaid.co.uk
De’Longhi Dedica
Style Pump Espresso
and Dedica Style
Professinal Grinder
£199 and £TBC,
delonghi.com/en-gb
Sage by Heston
Blumenthal The
Oracle
£1,699,
sageappliances.
co.uk
Jura Z8
£2,595, uk.jura.com

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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Coffee, lovely coffee. How I
love to drink you. My life
changed when I splurged on
a mega coffee machine. It
was an extravagant purchase,
and in the years since I’ve
spent enough on beans to
pay off the national debts
of Columbia and Costa Rica.
Yet I have a dirty secret: I
really know very little about
making coffee. So when T3
challenged me to test six of
the finest coffee makers, I
was dubious. Then they said,
“We’re getting three-time UK
Barista Championship winner
Maxwell Colonna-Dashwood in;
he knows all about coffee
and will make you sound
smart.” Then I was on board.
BEAN THERE , DONE THAT
As Maxwell explains it, making coffee is
a highly nuanced and scientific process.
Since to encompass all its subtleties would
take up this entire magazine, I have boiled
it down (ho ho) to a few paragraphs.
Grind coffee beans till they’re fine
enough for water to pass through in an
espresso machine (drip machines and
French presses need a coarser grind and
more time), to extract the optimum flavour,
and enough volume to fill an espresso cup.

Too coarse and/or too short and it’ll be
wrong. Too fine and/or too long? Yeah,
that’ll also be wrong.
There are other factors: how much water
you push through the coffee; the flavour
profile of the bean and how it’s been
roasted; what time of day it is... wait, what?
“Yes,” says Maxwell, a man who knows
so much about coffee, he’s contributed to
actual scientific papers on the topic, “we
found that the same beans were producing
coffee that tasted different in the afternoon
compared to the morning.”
So, using a Laser Particle Analyser, as
you do, he concluded that beans actually

shatter differently when they’re colder,
“Because of course they’re more brittle,
so you end up with a finer grind.”
Well, of course. So let’s start with a
machine that claims to remove all the
complexity from making coffee, replacing
it with touchscreen simplicity: the Jura Z8.
To my considerable relief – and possibly
Maxwell’s slight irritation – it produces a
perfectly acceptable espresso immediately.
I love coffee, and I want to make it as
well as possible, but Maxwell really loves
coffee. However, unlike some of his
hardcore peers, he’s no
technophobe. So where certain

COFFEE
MACHINES
Everything from a £3,000 monster to a big plastic syringe

1

DE’LONGHI
DEDICA STYLE

Affordable and
compact, the Dedica
Style Pump Espresso
has a matching
grinder, so you
have bean-to-cup
convenience with
less complexity. With
the right grind and
extraction time,
you can get great
results, and the milk
frothing nozzle is
just fantastic.
£199, delonghi.com
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2

JURA
Z8

Almost £3,000 worth
of cutting-edge
beverage-making
tech, the latest Jura
machine offers just
about any coffeeflavoured drink
you can think of,
at the prod of a
touchscreen. Minimum
effort but maximum
result. And, to be
fair, maximum cost
as well.
£2,595, uk.jura.com

3

SAGE
THE ORACLE

This pulls off
the rather clever
trick of looking
and behaving like
something a barista
would use, but with
a consumer-friendly
layer of idiotproofing, thanks to
automatic grinding,
tamping and milk
frothing. It’s built
like a Panzer tank.
£1,699,
sageappliances.co.uk

4

5

AEROBIE
AEROPRESS

It might look like
something you’d take
camping, but the
Aeropress isn’t just
highly portable, it
also makes coffee
of a quality to set
purists purring.
Here, ground coffee
is forced through a
paper filter using
the power of air
pressure, and your
well-toned forearm.
£30, aeropress.co.uk

HARIO COFFEE
SYPHON

Over in Odd Corner,
we have this Japanese
lab equipment. Water
is heated in the
bottom bowl until it
is forced up a pipe
to the top chamber,
where ground coffee
is added. The heat
then drops, with the
resultant vacuum
sucking the coffee
down through a
filter. Ah, science!
£100+, hario.co.uk

6

KITCHENAID
COLD BREW

Bang on trend for
summer 2017, this
is the simplest of
all the machines.
Put an entire bag of
very coarsely ground
beans in the mesh
container. Add cold
water. Leave for 1224 hours. The result
is, as you’d imagine,
a highly flavourpacked drink that
you quaff cold.
£129, kitchenaid.co.uk

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

We’re love-struck
by the Kitchenaid.
“Wow, look how fine
that mesh is…”

Maxwell’s house: Colonna roastery and
the ultimate Nespresso pods
Starting out with a coffee shop
in Bath seven years ago, Maxwell
Colonna-Dashwood is building
a caffeine empire. His Colonna
roastery (colonnacoffee.com)
offers coffee from 11 countries,
in three categories: Foundation
(classics for all tastes),
Discovery (more adventurous
flavours, for those bored of
straight espresso or drip styles)
and Rare (self-explanatory).
Grinds for espresso and filter
machines are offered, and decaf.
More interestingly still,
the same coffees also come in
Nespresso-compatible pods. This
slightly blew our minds, as we’d
assumed anyone involved with
specialist, artisan coffee would
consider Nespresso capsules to
be the work of Satan. Not so…

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

“Pods can give amazing results
at home,” says Maxwell. “You’ve
got an oxygen-free chamber with
a weighed and perfectly ground
dose of coffee, and a machine
calibrated to deliver an exact
amount of pressure and water at
the correct temperature.”
Add a choice of more exciting
flavour profiles than you’ll find
in standard capsules and the
result could be truly special.
Colonna capsules are fully
compostable, as is their outer
packaging. The only slight
downside to compostable capsules
is they’re not as impervious to
oxygen, so once removed from
their outer bag (there are 10
capsules in a box and five in
each bag), it’s recommended you
drink within a week. No problem…
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T3’s coffee morning:
an intimate meeting
of hands and minds

Starbucks goes specialist
It’s widely known for mass-selling milky coffee-style drinks in
massive cups, and greatly assisting the career of Katie Melua,
but Starbucks also has an upmarket, experimental arm. Its UK
branch is on Upper St Martin’s Lane in London, right by The Ivy,
where the Queen dines.
Starbucks Reserve offers a regularly changing cast of rare,
small-batch beans, and a swankier ambience than the chain’s
usual stores. More importantly it’s also packed with unusual,
coffee-making tech.
There’s a machine for exposing coffee to nitrous oxide, for
those who like their cold-brew really cold, and the option to
have your beverage created in a syphon, like the Hario we’ve
featured. Even better for lovers of obscure techniques, the
store boasts a Clover machine, as pictured to the left.
This miracle of modern science was invented in 2007 and then
snapped up by Starbucks. Hot water is added to ground coffee
“at a precise temperature” (presumably around 90 degrees C)
then brewed for “an ideal length of time” (around 35-40 seconds
by our calculations). Water is held at just the right heat
throughout this process by a “thermal blanket”.
The bit that differentiates this from an Aeropress or French
press is that the coffee is then sucked through an ultra-fine
filter, leaving the grounds to be ejected. The result: tasty.
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artisan brew true-believers would
have all but spat at me for asking them to
try a Jura, Maxwell immediately roots
around to change the grind settings and
lengthen the extraction time – there are
actually all sorts of manual settings in the
Jura’s menus.
Impressively, with a slightly finer grind
and a bit more water, he creates a cup that
undeniably tastes even better.
The same’s true with De’Longhi’s much
cheaper Dedica system. This natty combo
of espresso machine and grinder is like a
scaled-down version of what you’d find in a
coffee shop. It needs more work than the
Jura, really forcing you to experiment with
the grind and extraction length, to get the
best results. But it’s worth the effort.

SCIENCE OR APPLIANCE?
Sage’s preposterously named The Oracle is
the ultimate machine, and not just because
I shelled out 1,700 big ones for it. The
built-in burr grinder is easily adjustable yet
consistent. Tamping (pressing the coffee
down into the basket to achieve the correct
density) is done via a whirring magnetic
blade and results are routinely impressive.
And it looks like a proper coffee machine.
The really interesting devices, however,
are the Aeropress and Hario. The former is
a plastic, hand-operated press that you sit
on top of a mug. To operate, Maxwell
inverts the press, pours in water at about
90 degrees C, and adds coarsely ground
coffee. After a few minutes, he turns it the
other way up and depresses the rubbertipped plunger to force the coffee through

The Jura has all sorts of
settings in its touchscreen
menus to improve your brew
a paper filter, 300 of which are included
with the Aeropress. To my slight
schadenfreude, the resulting coffee is
actually pretty bland. Maxwell identifies
part of the problem right away – our kettle
isn’t the best, and the local water is very
hard. And that’s coming through in the
flavour. It’s a reminder that all the
ingredients matter, not just the beans.
Then, in a bid to make coffee with the
Hario – using a dodgy little fuel burner
rather than the halogen lamps used by pros
– I summon up a really weedy beverage. It’s
more like a cup of hot water that’s been
shown a photograph of some coffee beans.
Now, I have made great cups of coffee at
home with an Aeropress. It can produce
anything between a classic, flavoursome
drip/press-style drink and something more
like an espresso, depending on how much
water you add. Its simplicity and ease of
cleaning are also huge boons. But, it does
take a little trial and error.
The Hario is frankly a mad thing but it
can produce fantastic coffee – try it next
time you’re in a specialist shop. But a
lesson here is clear: high tech beats low
for foolproof results when you’re under
pressure. If you want to make coffee the
specialist’s way, you’ll need practice.

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

That leaves us with a real outlier.
Kitchenaid’s Cold Brew Coffee Maker is an
upmarket way to make cold brew, the
hippest drink of the last few years.
This involves putting 250g of beans in a
mesh basket inside a glass tank, to which is
added 1.25 litres of cold water. That’s right:
you need an entire bag of beans to make
about one litre of cold coffee. But it
produces something pretty exceptional.
On first sight of the Kitchenaid, Maxwell
is love-struck. “Wow, look how fine that
mesh is,” he says. And it is. The beautifully
engineered and tactile tap on the front is
also quite wonderful.
The coffee is, undeniably, cold coffee.
However, in this simplified, almost tech-free
form, everything Maxwell’s spent the
afternoon saying about the more complex
flavour profiles he loves makes sense to
me. It’s fruity, it’s sweet, it’s summery… And
it’s time for me to chill out as I am now
totally wired from all the caffeine.
“I think that’s the best we’ve had today,”
Maxwell concludes.
NEXT MONTH

T3 finds out whether the hottest
waterproof tech is REALLY waterproof…
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WIN!
AN ASTELL & KERN KANN
HIGH-RES PORTABLE
MUSIC PLAYER
Enjoy uncompromising
audio wherever you are
with this £899 media player
If you’re the kind of person
who loves music, you
probably know what a
difference it makes to listen to highresolution audio on perfectly tuned
hi-fi equipment – your favourite songs
come to life in a whole new way.
To make sure that you can enjoy your
tunes to their fullest on the go, T3 has
teamed up with Astell & Kern to give
away a KANN portable media player.
This little box has its own powerful
headphone amplifier, and can play
back FLAC, WAV, ALAC, DSD and
DSF lossless audio files (as well as the
usual MP3, AAC and OGG suspects) at
sample rates of up to 32-bit, 384kHz, so
no matter how much of an audiophile
you are, the KANN is ready for you.
You can play to just about anything
too, thanks to 3.5mm and 2.5mm
connections, aptX Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and
USB audio output. It includes 64GB of
built-in storage, but you can expand
that with microSD cards (up to 256GB)
and full-size SD cards (up to 512GB).
The four-inch screen makes it easy
to find the songs you love, and the
aluminium body is brilliantly built.
One lucky winner will win a KANN in
the colour of their choice – to enter, just
see the details below! You can find out
more about the Astell & Kern KANN at
amazon.co.uk

To enter, simply answer the following question:
WhiCh file type does the Kann NOT play?
a WAV B MP3 C TXT

Enter today at http://bit.ly/2rOsXRV
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The competition closes 6 july 2017. By taking part,
you agree to be bound by the competition rules:
futureplc.com/competition-rules. Entries must be
received by midnight on 6 july 2017 (uK time). Open
to uK residents aged 18 years and over. There will be
one winner, entitled to an Astell & Kern KANN in blue or
silver. The prize is non-transferable and non-refundable.
There is no cash alternative.

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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It’s all in the legs, as they say
– but what about the tech that
helps to power the best riders to
victory? T3 is invited to look at
the bikes, gear and setup that
make it all happen at Team Sky
WORDS: NICK ODANTZIS

Get 5 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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SLIPPERY DEVIL
n 1 July, Chris Froome and his Team
Sky compadres will return as
reigning champions to defend their
title in the Tour de France. We all
know that the riders are the ones who
receive the attention when victory is
achieved - but, what about the
technology that goes into powering these
super cyclists to win races? We at T3, ourselves avid
cycling enthusiasts, were given an exclusive invite to the Team
Sky Service Course to see what sort of tech goes into turning a
great rider into an epic winner.

Much of the design of the
Dogma F10 is inherited from
the Bolide TT – the fastest
bicycle in the world, which
propelled Sir Bradley
Wiggins into claiming the
Hour Record victory

DOES TECH MAKE YOU FASTER?
Eddy Merckx famously said, “Don’t buy upgrades, ride up
grades,” but things have moved on since those racing days, and
nowadays margins are tiny. So much so that teams and riders
have to find ways to up their game. It’s no surprise, then, that
a cyclist’s performance, ability aside, is largely dictated by
the machine underneath them. Every year bikes get lighter
(though the 6.8kg UCI limit means they can only lose so much
weight), more aerodynamic and, ultimately, easier to ride.
Upon entering the Team Sky Service Course – the team’s
central hub for servicing its bikes and riders in Europe – you’d
be inclined to disagree with Merckx’s point of view. The
44-square-metre warehouse is in Deinze, a sleepy town in
Belgium, and it’s like Aladdin’s Cave of Wonders in here – the
huge space is teeming with tech and riders’ bikes hung up on
one wall, proudly on display. With about seven bikes to each
rider (and bear in mind, there are twenty-eight of them), or in
the case of British star-pupil Froome, 13, it’s quite the eyeopener. Carsten Jeppesen, head of operations at Team Sky,
wouldn’t give anything away when prodded, but we’d put the
value of that one wall at an easy £2 million, at least. And that’s
just the icing on the cake. The place is packed with millions
of pounds worth of riding gear, spare parts (there’s a room
dedicated to just tyres), technicians, vehicles and much more.
Team Sky is at the forefront of major advances in modern
cycling technology, due largely to its exclusive partnership –
now in its eighth year – with legendary Italian bike-building
manufacturer Pinarello. By working closely with Pinarello,
Team Sky can easily make performance-enhancing upgrades
to its bikes as needed, in order to gain advantages in the closely
fought sport. Before you ask, we’re not talking electric motors
inside frames - rather, it’s legal adaptations that allow a bike,
and its rider, to perform better in certain circumstances.
Case in point: in April’s Tour de Flanders race, the cobbled
sections are a nightmare to ride on, thanks to the sort of
bumps that could shake your fillings out - in particular the
infamous Koppenberg climb, which is a 600-metre rise with
an average gradient of 11.6 per cent; it’s terrifying, even for
pros. In recent years, things are easier - the section has been
resurfaced and widened, but technology has also moulded to
its demands. Pinarello and Team Sky worked hard to make a
bike to suit, and the result was the Dogma K8-S: a weapon of a
bike, the ‘S’ in its name denoting the suspension built into the
frame’s rear, which is designed to smooth the bumps on
cobbled roads, enabling more of the tyre to be in contact with
the road and making a rider faster under these conditions.
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SMOOTH SHIFT
The junction box for
Shimano’s electronic
groupset is also nestled
in the downtube recess,
smoothing airflow

The suspension system, an elastomeric unit offering 10mm
of travel from the rear chainstays, was introduced after riders
were feeling fatigued due to the punishingly stiff frames they
used. Naturally, it was a success - in 2015, Sir Bradley Wiggins
declared it a gamechanger. In its third iteration, the suspension
system – eDSS 2.0 (Electronic Dogma Suspension System) – is
hydraulically dampened and fully automatic, with a head unit
at the front of the bike to detect movement and adjust the rear
suspension accordingly to suit the terrain. This means no pedal
energy is wasted with unnecessary up and down bobbing.
And if it’s good enough for a load of old cobbles along the
rocky Belgian terrain, then it’s definitely good enough for your
Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

SUPER FIBRES
The frame’s Torayca
T1100 1K makeup equates
to a stiffer bike, for
better power transfer.
It’s lighter, too

PINNARELLO
DOGMA F10:
THE WINNING
FORMUL A
NEW CHAMPION
A concave downtube
makes the F10 20 per
cent more aero than the
previous Team Sky weapon
of choice – the F8

THE DETAILS
BOTTLED OUT
A recessed downtube shields
the bottle cage from the
airflow, boosting aero
efficiency by 12.6 per cent

If it’s good enough
for cobbles along
Belgian terrain,
then it’s good
enough for your
pot-holed road
Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

Flaps on the
forks direct air
flow around the
wheel, improving
stability and
speed

local pot-holed roads. When the pros come up with something
that works in races, you can bet that normal folk want a piece
of the pie. The mouth-watering 2017 Pinarello K8-S (now only
with disc brakes) is available to buy in the shops at a hefty
price tag of about £6,000, and that’s just for the frameset.
Better start saving.
In this year’s Tour de France, the pros will be taking to the
course with the apex predator in Pinarello’s range: the
new-for-2017 Dogma F10, a bike that T3 was able to ride with
several pros around some of Belgium’s finest roads. There’s no
suspension voodoo at work here, because the bike doesn’t need
it for the sort of terrain it’s designed to cover. Instead, the F10
J U LY 2 0 1 7 T3 8 5

LEFT Pinarello’s
K8-S next-gen rear
shock absorber
smooths surfaces
BELOW LEFT The
Team Sky Service
Course is a
cycling geek’s
dream come true

IMAGES ©TDWSPORT.COM

BELOW Mechanics
can hook up to a
rider’s electronic
shifting system,
in order to carry
out diagnostics

is just bloody fast, thanks to a Torayca T1100 1K carbon fibre
frame that’s not only 6.3 per cent lighter but seven per cent
stiffer than the F8 (the team’s outgoing race bike). It’s more
aerodynamic too, thanks to a smoother, slippery frame, with
the electronic shifting system neatly integrated into the build.
It’s during bike testing that the partnership between Team
Sky and Pinarello really comes to fruition, and with threetime TdF champion, and general top-dog, Froome taking
honours, you better believe his expert feedback enabled
Pinarello to make a bike capable of leading the race.
Although the bikes make up a significant proportion of the
tech on offer at the Service Course, the apparel that the Team
Sky riders wear also comes into play. With about 300 pieces of
clothing assigned to each person, performance is of the utmost
importance. After all, what you wear determines your body’s
comfort level, temperature management and aerodynamics,
so the team works just as hard upgrading rider’s outfits as it
does the bikes. The team has recently moved over from its
partnership with British-built Rapha to Italy-based Castelli,
a brand famous for its distinctive Scorpion logo and technically
advanced line of clothing. Go out on a club ride with your
friends and you’ll inevitably spot at least 25 per cent of riders
wearing some form of Castelli adornment.
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With a combination of feedback from its riders and working
closely with Castelli, Team Sky now has better gear. We were
able to witness its new wet- and cold-weather jacket: a
ridiculously wafer-thin and featherweight jacket that not only
keeps the cyclist warm and dry, but is able to cope with the
huge amount of perspiration often created; it avoids the
boil-in-the-bag effect that you find with the majority of
heavy-duty jackets. The other secret winter weapon is
something you’d expect to find at a ski resort: a heated jacket.
Used only for extreme conditions, the jacket, lined with a
super plush pile, is perfect for riders who have just finished,
or for those who are flagging at the back near the end of the
race and need an urgent boost of battery-assisted heat.
It’s not just the bigger tech that matters, however. The
Service Course revels in the small details, such as the Unior
tools employed by the nine mechanics on tap and the
maintenance products employed by renowned cleaning brand
Muc-Off. As Jeppesen points out, the Hydrodynamic lube, said
to offer the best lubrication for the chain in any weather, is
developed exclusively for Team Sky, and is even available to
buy in the shops - a snip at £12 a bottle. So if you can’t afford a
£10K Pinarello race bike, you can still get a taste of what it’s
like to use their race-winning tech on your humble ride.
Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

You can get a
taste of racewinning tech on
your humble ride

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

SMART GEARS:
THE RISE OF
SHIMANO’S DI2
Ten years ago, a road cyclist would
have just been happy with smooth
gears that neatly clicked in place when
the lever on a bike’s handlebars were
pushed one way or the other. But
fast-forward to 2017 and you’d be
forgiven for thinking the robots had
taken over cycling. Well, at least the
groupsets anyway. Digital gearing is
well and truly a thing, and is becoming
more prevalent in both amateur road
bikes and pro bikes alike. The benefits?
No metal cables to lube, no gears to
index (manually, at least); just
effortless shifting via the Xbox-like
button shifters on your hoods.
While some manufacturers have
gone further – SRAM, for instance,
with its wireless shifting, so no need
for cables – Shimano has stuck with
cables (for now) but has made
technological advances elsewhere.
All current generation Shimano Di2
gear systems can be hooked up to a
mobile or tablet via Bluetooth (or USB
on a laptop) and, using the official
E-TUBE app, you’re granted access to
a seriously smart cycling upgrade:
Synchronised Shifting. In full synchro
mode, this function has the effect that
you only need to use one shifter to
change gears throughout the range.
Essentially, the system is semiautomated, and the computer decides
the optimum gear for you, from the
front and rear derailleur. In semisynchro mode, the computer only
shifts the rear derailleur when you shift
at the front derailleur. If you don’t like
the way the computer is doing things,
you can reign it in; the custom option
in the app enables you to adjust when
and how the system shifts gears, or
you can switch back to manual mode.
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Sennheiser
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100 Top turntables

Svelte set
Could LG’s depthdefying TV be
the best we’ve
ever seen?
p90

How we test…
OUR MISSION IS TO BRING YOU
THE CLEAREST RECOMMENDATIONS
WE CAN – AND THAT MEANS A GREAT
DEAL OF HARD WORK HAPPENS BEFORE
A PRODUCT EVEN REACHES OUR PAGES!
EDITED BY
NICK ODANTZIS

Because we only feature products
the T3 team would happily use ourselves,
we end up discarding a significant number
of options in each category before settling
on a final shortlist to review. In this
respect, T3 Select does exactly what it
says on the tin, picking only the best of
the best to test; the gear we know you’ll
want to seriously consider purchasing.

And that should mean an end to you
having to undertake hours of painstaking
research and product comparisons.
You won’t see any duff products
featured in our tests, but you will come
away with clarity on which one is the
best in its category or for a specific
task: our awards badges (see below)
ensure that everything T3 recommends
is clearly highlighted on the page.
It goes without saying that every
product in T3 Select has been thoroughly
tested by our team of experts, enabling
you to buy with total confidence.

The scores
explained
Forget it

Below average

Good for the price

Very good all round

An exceptional,
best-in-class product

Our five awards

Only the best products
– those that score five
stars – receive our
coveted Platinum Award

This is given to winners
of our group tests, so
you can see exactly which
is the best at a glance

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See P54

This accolade and others
like it show you which
gear is best for specific
features or tasks

For kit that demonstrates
exceptional industrial
design and refinement, in
addition to being great

Awarded to products that
are energy-efficient
or help to protect the
natural environment
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REVIEW
review

OLED up against
the wall
WITH THE SIGNATURE W7, LG HAS CREATED SOMETHING EXTRAORDINARY.
WE HANG OUT WITH THE WORLD’S FIRST WAFER-THIN TV

ehold the wallpaper TV.
As flat as day-old Cristal,
and just as likely to
grace Jay Z’s kitchen,
the LG W7 is an OLED telly like
no other that’s come before.
Given that LG has been curling
OLED panels for years, albeit in
the privacy of its own R&D labs,
perhaps we shouldn’t be too
surprised by this remarkably
flexible screen. But to experience
it close up, to gingerly bend the
2.57mm panel ourselves and stick
it flush on a wall using nothing but
magnets is still a mind-bender.
But is it really worth the best part
of 8,000 smackers?

B

A DESIGN STATEMENT
The Signature W7 comprises a
65-inch UHD OLED panel with a
separate soundbar/tuner hub.
The two of these are linked by a thin
flat ribbon cable which carries
sound, vision and power.
The TV mounts onto a matching
wall plate using magnetic lugs,
which snap perfectly together.
Don’t think about mounting this set
any other way, however. The panel
doesn’t have the rigidity to stand
upright on its own.
The matching soundbar is a big
beast. Unlike the panel it can’t be
mounted on a wall. It boasts a Dolby
Atmos decoder, but this doesn’t
actually perform in the way you
might expect.
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The soundbar has four HDMI
inputs. These are HDCP 2.2
compliant, which means they can
all be used with 4K sources, such as
UHD Blu-ray and 4K set top boxes.
There’s also a trio of USBs (one of
which is a fast USB 3.0 port for HD
recordings), an AV minijack and
an optical digital audio output
(although no one in their right
mind is going to output audio to
a soundbar, from a soundbar).
Obviously, there’s dual-band Wi-Fi
and Ethernet too.

FEATURES AND FUNCTION
The W7 may look extraordinary, but
up and running it behaves much like
any other LG Smart TV. It launches
with the Bean Bird mascot, holds
your hand through the tuning
process and leaves you cosseted in
LG’s minimalistic but very clever
webOS interface.
The set uses the latest 3.5
iteration of the webOS platform. The
user experience is much the same as
we’ve seen before, albeit with fun
tweaks. There’s an OLED gallery,
which displays works of art or your
own image folders. You can also
zoom into recordings and save them
to USB (though we struggle to think
why you might want to).
Perhaps the best new feature is
the ability to play 360-degree VR
footage, exactly like you would on a
tablet, using the Magic Remote
control to scroll around the image.

RIGHT The latest
webOS allows you
to watch 360 degree
videos, using the
Magic Remote to
navigate

Don’t let the wafer-thin novelty of
the W7 fool you. The image quality
of this next-gen OLED is insanely
good. We’ve long applauded OLED’s
pure black performance, but here it’s
augmented with superb near-black
shadow detail alongside an array of
sumptuous colours.
Crucially, compared to the panels
we saw last year, we also noticed
dramatically higher HDR (High
Dynamic Range) brightness.
LG says HDR can peak at 1,000
nits on the W7, but this would only
be for itsy-bitsy sparkles. Larger
splodges of brightness are less
intense, and a full white screen is
power limited to just 150 nits. But
these numbers mean little overall.
Image dynamics are all we care
about, and in this regard the W7
consistently shines.
LG likes to pile its HDR acronyms
high. So in addition to HDR10, the
static metadata standard everyone
uses, there’s dynamic metadata
Dolby Vision and broadcast HDR

SPECIFICATIONS
PRICE £8,000 URL lg.com RESOLUTION 3840 x 2160
SCREEN OleD SIZE 65-inch (a 77-inch version will
follow in the autumn) SMART TV PLATFORM webOs v3.5
CONNECTIVITY 4 x HDMi, 3 x UsB, optical digital audio
out, wi-Fi, optical, headphone TUNERS Freeview Play
aerial, Freesat satellite SCREEN DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT
825 x 1450 x 4mm, 7.6kg SOUNDBAR DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT
1260 x 78 x 198mm, 10kg

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

Select
LG Signature W7

TOTAL PIXEL CONTROL
OLED offers pixel dimming which enables
the screen to achieve deep black and
ensures there’s no haloing or bloom
around bright objects

This is an impossibly
cool TV, and the image
quality is awesome
NICK ODANTZIS, DEPUTY EDITOR

TUNER CHOICE
The W7 has both Freeview Play
and Freesat TV tuners. That
means all mainstream catch-up
channels can be accessed from
a roll-back TV guide

POP-UP SOUNDBAR SPEAKERS
Those funky speakers which rise from
the Dolby Atmos soundbar aren’t Dolbyenabled upfirers and don’t deliver any
extra height in the sound

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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REVIEW

WHAT’S IN A CABLE?
the thin umbilical cable
used to link the display
to soundbar/hub is just
47cm long. lG does offer
an extension lead, which
extends reach to 160cm

Wafer-thin OLED display
with great two-piece design

Versatile webOS
smart platform

Flawed Dolby Atmos
soundbar hub

HLG (Hybrid Log-Gamma) support.
We even get Advanced HDR from
Technicolor, although we’re not quite
sure what to do with it.
Test footage from Planet Earth 2,
employing HLG HDR, had us
basically salivating with its depth
and clarity. If this is the future of 4K
broadcasting, bring it on.

ABOVE The W7’s
soundbar is loud at
60W but has limited
bass response.
There’s no suboutput to add an
optional subwoofer

PICTURE PERFORMANCE
Dolby Vision looks great, though
not markedly different to HDR10.
Intriguingly, LG says its 2016 4K
OLEDs actually used “a hack of a
Standard Dynamic Range chipset”
and that its 2017 models are the first
to use a genuine HDR solution.
Given that most of the stuff you’ll
be watching will still be regular SDR,
there’s also an HDR Effect mode
which provides a 25 per cent peak

luminance boost in darker images,
and 30-40 per cent more in brighter
scenes. It works rather well.
More contentiously, LG has also
developed Active HDR, which it
suggests optimises static (HDR10)
and zero (HLG) HDR services. We’re
not quite so sold on that one.
Image presets run the gamut of
Cinema, Sports, Games, ISF Expert
bright room, ISF Expert Dark room,
Vivid and Standard, with the latter
being the most reliable go-to option.
These are also HDR variations:
Standard, Cinema Home, Cinema,
Games and Vivid.
The Cinema Home mode aims to
maintain HDR integrity but tempts
with a higher average picture level
than the standard Cinema setting. It
consistently looks better with Mad
Max Fury Road (UHD Blu-ray).

Colour richness is enhanced, and
highlights are more consistent
between shots.
Running a 4K test disc, the W7
offers an uncompromised high
frequency performance, with
supreme levels of detail. LG’s boffins
have developed a Bit Depth
Enhancement algorithm to refine
low grey levels, and created a
de-contour algorithm to reduce
noise. We could still see some fizz in
the image, distinct from film grain,
but it was never irksome.
Off axis viewing is consistently
impressive. There’s no loss of
contrast or colour, even at extreme
angles. Usability niceties include an
Eye Comfort Mode, which changes
the colour temperature from a blue
to warm white, in order to reduce
eye strain, and a Pixel Refresher with

the alternatives
SONY KD-65A1
Sony’s first foray
into 4K OLED TV
technology features a
novel twist. Acoustic
Surface technology
effectively turns the
65-in screen itself into a 2x20W speaker, courtesy
of a pair of stereo actuators on the rear panel.
£5,000, sony.co.uk
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PANASONIC
TX-65EZ1002B
OLED
This flagship
Panasonic OLED
is bolstered by an
80W Dynamic Blade
Speaker designed by Technics, and uses a 4K Pro
Studio Colour HCX2 processor tuned by Hollywood.
£TBC, panasonic.co.uk

PHILIPS
55POS901F
OLED
This beautiful
55-incher is the world’s
first OLED screen to
feature Ambilight LED
mood lighting. The Android-powered flatscreen
also has a great-sounding soundbar.
£2,799, philips.co.uk

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

SIT WHERE
YOU WANT
The W7 offers
excellent offangle viewing.
Even when you
slouch in the
corner, there’s
no big drop in
contrast or
colour intensity

3D BEGONE
Bad news for 3D
enthusiasts - the
W7 is 2D only, so
you’ll not need
those Real-D 3D
spex you’ve been
hoarding from the
local picture house

Screen Shift that aims to combat
screen retention.
LG’s TruMotion image
interpolation modes have always
been something of a curate’s egg.
Given that the W7’s 100Hz panel is
natively fast, you might well wonder
why you need them at all. Certainly,
when switched off the panel still
provides excellent motion clarity
from a filmic point of view.
We found both the Clear and
Smooth settings introduce overt
motion artefacts. When Tom Hardy
makes his leap of faith during that
first chase sequence in Fury Road,
his body is swaddled in a noisy
smudge. The TruMotion User setting
offers relief. Set De-judder at 0 and
De-blur at 7 to remove artefacts but
retain motion detail.

WHEN DOLBY ATMOS ISN’T
While the W7’s image quality is
astounding, we can’t help but feel
the W7’s Dolby Atmos-branded
soundbar/tuner is something of a
misnomer. Those distinctive
cylindrical speakers which rise from
the top of the unit are not up-firing
height speakers. They’re simply
there to elevate the main
soundstage a smidge to better
integrate the noise it makes.
Pointedly, the W7 soundbar
doesn’t even recognize an Atmos

bitstream when it comes from a
Blu-ray player. That’s because it’s
designed to decode Dolby Atmos
from a Dolby Digital Plus container.
In the US, this means it works with
the Vudu streaming service. In the
UK, BT delivers Atmos sound to
accompany its 4K footie coverage
the same way.
But with a Blu-ray source, be it
Dolby Atmos or DTS, you just get
wide stereo. LG says it’s optimistic
a firmware fix can resolve this
problem. When it does recognize
Dolby Atmos, the soundstage opens
up. However there’s no sense of 3D
audio immersion.
And no firmware fix will resolve
the soundbar’s lack of bass. It goes
loud but lacks slam, and with no subout option, you can’t rope in an
optional subwoofer. The end result
isn’t remotely the same as Dolby
Atmos on a full-fat home theatre
system, or even LG’s own SJ9 Dolby
Atmos soundbar, which boasts
proper built-in upfirers and a
wireless subwoofer.
That said, the W7 soundbar does
represent a significant improvement
over everyday TV sound systems.
It’s just not what you might expect.

SLIM PICK

ABOVE The W7 uses
a Neutral Black
Polariser to boost
contrast and black
levels during
daytime viewing

This deconstructed flatscreen
clearly sets OLED apart from rivals.
Of course the slim design is as much
a challenge as a triumph. The panel
can’t sensibly be divorced from
its soundbar, and while this
outperforms vanilla TV sound
systems, it remains a limiting factor.
Not that this matters a jot. The
W7 will doubtless find an eager
audience with oligarchs, sports stars
and the design-conscious.
The good news for the rest of us,
given that all of this year’s LG OLEDs
share the same panel technology, is
that lower down the ranks there’s
probably an LG OLED TV coming
that we’ll all want to own. It just
might not be paper-thin.

T3 RATES Stunning image quality;
universal HDR support; great
webOS interface.
T3 SLATES Not easy to accomodate;
limited Dolby Atmos support; poor
bass audio; frickin’ expensive.
T3 SAYS The LG W7 is the most
astonishing OLED TV we’ve seen.
Image quality is exceptional and
its design is extraordinary!

The W7 might rightly be considered
the eighth wonder of the (TV) world.

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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Panasonic
olympus om-D
lumix Dc-gh5 vs e-m1 mark ii
Panasonic’s Premium moDel gets an
overhaul. are there major changes?

olymPus uPDates its toP-enD camera,
but has the best really got better?

£1,699 boDy only, Panasonic.co.uk

£1,849 boDy only, olymPus.co.uk

Design

Design

Resembling a traditional SLR that’s been shrunk,
Panasonic is obviously appealing to photography
enthusiasts and semi pros here. Thus we get a
myriad of physical function buttons, traditional
eye-level viewfinder and comfortable handgrip.

Features

Features

Like the Olympus, the GH5 incorporates a Micro Four
Thirds sensor –smaller than the APS-C chip found
in most DSLRs – but squeezes out 20.3 megapixels
of resolution. We also get 4K video with ability to
record 6K photos (18 megapixels) at 30FPS.

PerFormance

usability

A new autofocus system means that hand/eye
coordination is perfectly in sync when using this
Olympus. The touchscreen also enables you to
drag your focus point around the frame. Again,
pictures are just beautifully clear and crisp.

usability

Festooned with small buttons it may be, but
we can easily flick the shooting mode wheel to
automatic and blaze away to achieve colourful
and sharp results. Panasonic’s images appear
warm straight out of the camera, packing a punch.
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Like the GH5, this has a Micro Four Thirds sensor
at its heart, here offering 20.4 megapixels. Its
18FPS capture speed at full resolution in bestquality raw format impresses, as does 4K video
at 30FPS and the touchscreen LCD.

PerFormance

The GH5 is as swift as you’d expect a DSLR-like
camera to be, which means that it reacts in real
time. The viewfinder helpfully activates when it
detects an eyeball in close proximity. Image quality
is fantastic and detailed, as you’d expect.

RATES Used to shooting on a DSLR but would like
something smaller? The GH5 will deliver similar results.
SLATES This is still one of the chunkier compact-system
cameras out there.

Classic analogue camera design updated for the
digital age is what we get here. The handgrip is
large enough to curl three fingers around, while
there is enough space between the backplate
buttons to avoid the layout feeling cluttered.

2nd

The electronic viewfinder is so high-resolution
and life-like that, as with the GH5, it’s easy to
forget we’re not using a more traditional optical
variety to compose our shots. Built-in 5-axis
image stabilisation helps avoid blur.

1st

RATES Want a camera resembling an Olympus OM film
SLR? This offers that, plus the convenience of digital.
SLATES The teeny backplate buttons are still a little
smaller than we’d like.
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SONOROHIFI

sonoroHIFI
GET AWESOME AUDIO WITHOUT THE HASSLE WITH THIS
SIMPLE ALL-IN-ONE HI-FI SYSTEM
£1,299, en-uk.sonoro.de
ig elaborate hi-fi
systems sound fantastic,
but not everyone has
the space or will to play
with all the different components
and cabling you need for a truly
knock-out set-up. Sometimes, you
just want a simple way to get
top-notch sound. That’s where
sonoroHIFI comes in.
It’s a single box that’s amp,
connection centre, CD player, DAB
radio and 240 watts of speaker
power all in one. This is wrapped up
in a gorgeous package that comes in
glossy white or piano black finishes.
The box itself is designed to go out
on a sideboard or table, but Sonoro
sells an optional stand (in matching
colours, of course) so you can have it
freestanding. Handily, the stand also
acts a cable tidy, which keeps things
fully minimalist.
Compared to a system of hi-fi
separates, it’s a really compact unit,
though in real terms that still means

B

you need to find a place for a 536 x
297 x 400mm box that weighs over
20kg. That’s not too difficult for
most, but it’s not just about size –
it’s also about positioning.
The sonoroHIFI’s eight speaker
drivers (two subwoofers, four
mid-range drivers, and two silk
dome tweeters) are located around
its body, including on its sides. For
the unit to be able to fill the room in
the way it should, you need to make
sure the grilles aren’t blocked (so
don’t tuck it in a corner), and that
you don’t place it anywhere that
means you’d be sitting close to one
side of it when listening.
Okay, so maybe there’s some of
the classic hi-fi hassle when setting
up this otherwise simpler system,
but it’s well worth it in the end,
because it sounds glorious. It’s a
clean, open soundscape that’s just
packed with detail. You can hear
ever croak in a singer’s voice and
every finger movement across a
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ABOVE
comes
black
white
Apple

sonoroHIFI
in piano
or a shiny
that will get
fans going

ABOVE RIGHT
The stand is a £169
extra, but looks
great, and hides
cables well

guitar string. The balance is excellent
too, with punchy bass that some
may find a tad strong out of the box,
but we loved. It has no problem
radiating this enveloping sound
across a large living room. Inevitably,
the audio coming from one spot
means you don’t get the same level
of channel separation as with
individual speakers – in a £1,200
speaker, you could fairly argue that’s
a disappointment, but it’s ultimately
a trade off for the more convenient
aspects of the sonoroHIFI, and we
think it still justifies its price.
That’s not to say it’s perfect – it
has aptX Bluetooth, but lacks Wi-Fi
for AirPlay and Chromecast. It also
misses out on being a true all-in-one
for those taking part in the vinyl
revival, though you can just plug a
turntable into its aux-in sockets. (We
similarly plugged a Yamaha WXAD10 to add Wi-Fi features.) It even has
an optical in, so you can use it as a
really chunky TV soundbar…
If you’re a high-end audio lover
looking for a one-box sound solution
well beyond what a non-specialist
speaker would offer, we think you’ll
really love the sonoroHIFI’s big
sound and good looks.

T3 RATES excellent design and
build quality; beautifully
detailed sound; great audio
breadth from a single box; easy
to set up and get started with.
T3 SLATES sound separation not as
good as individual speakers; no
wi-Fi audio support; not cheap.
T3 SAYS Get stunning hi-fi
quality sound even in rooms where
you can’t fit a full system with
this great-looking all-in-one.
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hEadiNG TO POrT
the surface Pro has
two UsB ports, an
sD card reader, and
Mini DisplayPort… but
they’re all on the
Performance Base. the
tablet can’t connect
on its own

Microsoft Surface Book
with Performance Base
MS’S LaTEST rELEaSE iS ParT TabLET, ParT PrO LaPTOP. ThE SUrFaCE bOOk i7 WiTh
PErFOrMaNCE baSE PrObabLy ShOULdN’T WOrk, bUT iT rEaLLy, rEaLLy dOES
uring its short tenure
as a hardware maker,
Microsoft has become
the de-facto trailblazer
for Windows-running devices. It all
started with the lofty promise that
its Surface tablet could replace your
laptop. We were sceptical about it
three years ago, but after the
Surface Pro 3, Microsoft nearly
perfected the formula and showed
veteran computer manufacturers
how hybrids should be made.
Now, Microsoft introduces the
Surface Book as the ‘ultimate laptop’.
Like the Surface tablets before it, this
laptop takes a unique spin on the
notebook format that’s been around
for over 40 years. Between the 3:2
aspect ratio, 13.5-inch screen and its
practically trademarked ‘dynamic
fulcrum’ hinge, and performance-

D
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boost base, there isn’t any machine on
the planet like the Surface Book – and
then, with the touch of a button and a
gentle tug, it becomes a tablet.
Milled from two solid blocks of
magnesium, the Surface Book feels
sturdy and has a mostly minimalistic
style unto its own. From the snake-like
hinge, the flat design and even the
washed-out silver colour, everything
about this laptop seems like it came
from the future.
The specs are a little more 2017 in
nature, inevitably, but nothing to be
sniffed at. For the £2,249 base price,
you get 8GB of RAM and a 2.6GHz
dual-core Intel Core i7 processor,
which powers it in both tablet and
laptop modes. But when the screen
is docked to the Surface Book
Performance Base, you also get the
power of a dedicated graphics chip.

abOVE you get some
serious graphics
power for a 13-inch
machine from the
Performance base

The NVIDIA GTX 965M offers 2GB
of video memory, and while it’s not
exactly top of the line, it’s really strong
for this size of laptop. The 13-inch
MacBook Pros only include Intel’s
integrated graphics chips, which are
nowhere near as powerful. So for
games or pro software, including
Photoshop, or video editing, the
Surface Book gives you extra grunt.
Creative types are also well-served
by the 3000 x 2000-pixel display,
which is beautifully crisp and clear.
The resolution sits at a happy middle

SPECiFiCaTiONS
PriCE £2,249 UrL microsoft.com SCrEEN 13.5-inch 3:2
Pixelsense display rESOLUTiON 3000 × 2000 SizE 312 x
232 x 23mm WEiGhT 1.6kg PrOCESSOr intel core i7 2.6GHz
MEMOry 8GB DDr4 GraPhiCS NviDia GeForce GtX 965M 2GB
STOraGE 256GB
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Select
MICROSOFT SURFACE BOOK

ground of being sharper than most
other laptops (including every
MacBook in existence) without the
troubles that plague 4K screens at
smaller sizes. You’ll never see the
separation between the pixels,
because they’re so tiny, and Windows
10 scales beautifully at 200 per cent.
We even really like the unusual 3:2
aspect ratio. The ability to read more
lines of text and not have a Lightroom
window that’s vertically squished
together more than makes up for the
thick black bars that appear when you
watch movies. Microsoft fashions its
displays after A4 paper, which makes
the tablet feel like a natural device for
writing and art work, especially with
the included Surface Pen, which is
accurate. The screen gives just enough
to the point where it’s close to the feel
of drawing on real paper.

ABOVE You get some
amazing flexibility
from the tablet/
base combination

STAYING ALIVE
You might think all this would mean
the Surface Book struggles for
battery life, but it’s quite the
contrary, actually: it puts out some
of the longest battery life numbers
we’ve seen on a laptop this year –
hybrid or otherwise. Intense tasks will
see the battery disappear in about
four hours, but if you’re just playing
video it can last nine hours.

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

At those levels, it even managed to
rival the MacBook Pro – generally the
top dog of pro battery life. At the
prices Microsoft is charging for
Surface Book, it’s an appropriate
comparison. For this money, you’re
looking at the £2,349 entry-level
15-inch MacBook Pro. That gives you a
bigger display – though less pixel-rich
at a 2880 x 1800 resolution – and
twice as much multitasking power
from the new MacBook Pro’s quadcore processor and 16GB of RAM
for the same price, with roughly
equivalent graphics chips. They both
have 256GB of SSD storage.
Of course, you’re missing out on an
entire tablet for the second half of the
actual creating part. Oh, and the fact
that Microsoft’s latest release includes
a full-size SD card reader, whereas
Apple’s doesn’t, works in its favour for
some crowds. This is portability and
flexibility versus raw power (ironically,
a battle that Apple is usually on the
opposite side of).

GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR
Of course, nothing’s 100 per cent
perfect (even T3 Platinum Award
winners), and there are things that
could be better in the Surface Book
Pro. We wish it came with 16GB of
RAM as standard, instead of 8GB –

not exactly an unreasonable ask for a
two-grand machine. We’d also like a
Thunderbolt 3 port for the pros who
need it. But these are pretty minor
complaints. Even perennial Windows
laptop complaints like nasty
keyboards and dodgy trackpads don’t
apply here – for once we enjoyed
navigating Windows using gestures.
The Surface Book with
Performance Base might be damn
expensive, but it’s also one of the best,
most flexible laptops we’ve ever used,
especially for creative work. We love it.

T3 RATES Futuristic design;
excellent, unusual display;
powerful for its size; flexible
tablet mode; great battery life.
T3 SLATES Expensive; entry-level
model has only 8GB of RAM and
256GB of storage.
T3 SAYS Even if you took away the
tablet mode and accurate pen,
this would be a superb laptop.
Add those on top and it becomes
one of the best computing buys
out there right now. A fantastic
portable work machine.
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Sennheiser
Momentum OnEar Wireless

SMaLLEr WirELESS hEadPhONES FOr biG SPENdErS
£300, en-uk.sennheiser.com
he Sennheiser
Momentum
On-Ear Wireless
headphones are
loaded with features, sweet
materials and portable design.
On the full-size Momentum
Wireless cans you get real
leather; here, Sennheiser uses
Alcantara – a hard-wearing
synthetic alternative to suede,
which looks and feels really
expensive. They also have a
steel headband with a sturdy
hinge that enables you to neatly
fold them into the carry case.
The ear pads are firm, but
comfortable for long periods,
helped by the headband which
applies even pressure to both.
The headphones have
Bluetooth wireless, NFC, aptX
and Sennheiser’s NoiseGard
active noise cancellation. These
are good rather than stellar,
with occasional wireless
connection blips, and the noise
cancelling is light in comparison
to units from Bose or Sony.

T

Google Wifi
ThiS MESh NETWOrk rOUTEr-CUM-WiFi-ExTENdEr
iS PErFECT FOr baNdWidTh-hUNGry hOMES
From £129, madeby.google.com
f you have a home
with Wi-Fi black
spots, or want to
optimise a home
where the Wi-Fi could be
better, you want Google Wifi.
But what exactly is Google
Wifi? Well, it’s two things,
actually: one, a router which
replaces your current one. This
creates an AC1200, dual-band,
2x2 Wi-Fi ‘mesh’ network, with
WPA2-PSK encryption. It’s
built to be fast enough for 4K
streaming, and for serving
multiple devices owned by
multiple power-users. It’s Wi-Fi
for your average T3 reader’s
abode, in short. Two, it’s also an
extender. You can add a second
unit in your lounge, and then
another upstairs, and so on,
creating one seamless network.
Google recommends adding
Wifi units “two rooms apart”
and its network management
can tell you if you could get
faster speeds by moving one of
your Google Wifi points. The
system is slightly different to a
standard Wi-Fi extender in that
as you add further Google
Wifi units to the network, it
becomes more robust. That’s
because, rather than just

I
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receiving the Wi-Fi signal
from your router, they’re also
receiving signals from each
other, passing the bandwidth
on like a relay runner’s baton
Placement of the extender
part of your Google Wifi double
pack is easy because the
beautiful mobile app will tell
you when it’s an optimum
distance from the router. It’ll
also tell you how good the
reception is on whatever mobile
devices you have the app on.
Each unit also contains two
Gigabit Ethernet ports for
attaching consoles, TV
streamers and so on. The usual
router management tools are
included, with the option to set
up a guest network, or reduce
your kids’ access to the Wi-Fi.

The signature Sennheiser
sound is lively, though they
don’t quite have the next-level
fidelity of the over-ear versions,
with a smaller soundstage and
less subtle bass thrills. Basically,
they sound like a mid-range
option for a high-end price.
That aside, you do get a
respectable 22-hour battery,
though you’ll have to remember
to turn them off as they won’t
automatically go into sleep
modes. The on-cup controls
also work well, with play, pause
and skip functions.

T3 SayS at £300, you expect
big things from a pair of
headphones. these sennheiser
On-ear cans are good quality
all around, but they’re not
brilliant in any way.

T3 SayS Google wifi is a top
solution for wi-Fi woes. it’s
easy to set up, and, via the
app, demonstrably improves
wi-Fi throughput. Perfect
for a streaming- and
download-heavy existence.

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

APPS

S I X H O T A PP S F O R …

summer
photos
Take better shots and edit
them to perfection with
these great apps

01

afterlight

This gives you a host of photo-tweaking
tools – from hue and saturation through
to merging two pictures. You can even
recreate the 35mm look.
From £0.59; App Store, Google Play

A PP OF THE MON TH!

FiLMiC Pro

02

From £9.49; app store, Google Play

camera+

a professional-Quality
Video camera on your phone
FiLMiC Pro is a superadvanced video camera
app, hence its price.
We’re talking a thorough
suite of deep, professional controls
for live colour and white balance
adjustments; different shooting
aspect ratios, from 16:9 widescreen
to Panavision 2:76:1; customisable live
dials for zoom and focus; and loads
more. You can even film higherquality video than the default.
This new version is surprisingly
accessible for such an advanced
app. Features we haven’t seen done
well elsewhere – especially the dial

aBoVe filmic pro’s
power and polish is
evident throughout
its deep features

follow: driVe together
Free; app store, Google Play

going on a road trip with friends?
use this to stick together
We’ve all been there:
following a friend or
family member’s car
while on a trip, only to
get separated and then waste time
trying to find each other. Follow:
Drive Together offers a solution to
this first-world problem, but the
road ahead isn’t always smooth.
Follow designates one driver as
the leader and the other as the
follower. The leader appears as a

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

for adjusting zoom and focus on the
fly, as well as the live colour-clipping
tools – are genuinely impressive.
If you know at least some of your
video-shooting stuff, you can
probably find your way around by
experimenting. There are no in-app
tutorials, but there are easily
accessible links to PDFs of the
quick-start and user manual guides.
FiLMiC Pro is built for people with
something visual to say, a fairly
recent phone, and a good-to-strong
understanding of videography (or a
willing to learn). In this, it knocks it
out of the park.

This takes your iPhone’s camera and
injects it with steroids, giving you
full control (should you want it) over
exposure, ISO and so on.
£2.99, App Store

03

prisma

Prisma’s range of painterly filters swiftly
and simply transform a standard photo
into something unique. You can even
apply effects to just some areas.
Free, App Store, Google Play

04

pic collage

large orange arrow on a Googlepowered overhead map, while the
follower is displayed in blue; the map
doesn’t face forward like most
navigation apps.
When an invitation pops up, you
can accept or deny it, taking the
fastest available route or following
the leader’s exact course. When cars
become separated, an orange line
steers you back together. It’s a neat
bit of GPS trickery, but we found the
turn-by-turn navigation sometimes
read out confusing directions, and
the default map view is entirely too
small – you can pinch to zoom in, but
that’s not ideal when you’re trying to
keep your eyes on the road.

This enables you to easily stitch
together pictures in a wide variety
of grids, as well as adding effects
and making adjustments to each.
Free, App Store, Google Play

05

instagram

If you go on an awesome holiday and
don’t smugly post about it with a jumble
of hashtags, did you really go at all?
Its filters are pretty good, too…
Free, App Store, Google Play

06
Quik

This simple video editor enables you
to thread photos together into a video
slideshow to share, and will create you
a weekly highlights reel.
Free, App Store, Google Play
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SUPER SIX

Vinyl lives
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AS RECORD SALES BOOM, HIGH-END TURNTABLES BLOOM.
WE TAKE A SPIN THROUGH THE BEST VINYL PLAYERS
AVAILABLE RIGHT NOW…

HIL

Words: Steve May
here comes a time in every relationship when you have
to get serious. When what may have seemed a harmless
flirtation, turns into a full-blown obsession.
Collecting vinyl becomes addictive like that. If your
weekends are now spent trawling record shops, it’s probably time
to upgrade your turntable.
Record sales are soaring. In 2016, the BPI (British Phonographic
Industry) says these throwback treasures accounted for 15 per cent
of all physical albums sold. Put another way, the vinyl market is
now equivalent to half the album download business.
This in turn has sparked a hardware boom, with a new
generation of players that sound as great as they look.
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03 CLASSICALLY BRILLIANT HI-FI

TECHNICS SL-1210GR

SONY PS-HX500

REGA PLANAR 2

£1,299, technics.com

£350, sony.com

£375, rega.co.uk

This is a tank of a turntable. Immediately
identifiable as a Technics, it employs a new
single-rotor, coreless direct-drive motor, has big,
fat feet and features a static-balance S-shaped
tonearm. There’s no onboard phono stage and it
doesn’t ship with a cartridge, but a universal
headshell mount offers plenty of options.
Performance is breathtaking. From pop to
classical, this player has everything under control,
with a presentation that’s tight and refined. Also
available in silver as the SL-1200, consider this
analogue audio re-engineered.

Marrying analogue playback with high-res
audio, this ninja-black deck allows you to rip
records in either WAV or DSD, via USB, via recording
software that’s extremely simple to use – all you
have to do is play and record.
The build quality is terrific. A reassuringly thick
turntable matt sits on a heavy density plinth, while
a straight tonearm with integrated shell tracks the
most unequal of platters. And as the player has
integrated phono EQ, you can hook it up to
anything you like. Vinyl playback is smooth and
fulsome, delivering a soundstage with real depth.

A genuine British classic, the core design of
the Rega Planar 2 is the best part of forty years
old, yet here it sounds Daisy Ridley fresh. This
latest iteration mates a straight RB220 aluminium
tonearm with a standard Carbon MM cartridge, to
a glossy laminated plinth and that fancy floating
glass platter. Like Converse, the look is timeless.
Usability is similarly great. The turntable is
virtually plug ‘n’ play, although there’s no
integrated phono stage. Sonically lithe and
exuberant, it’s at home with all genres and is
effortlessly musical.
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06 LIFE ON MARS

TEAC TN-300

PRO-JECT RPM 1 CARBON

ONKYO CP-1050

£299, teac-audio.eu

£349, henleydesigns.co.uk

£329, onkyo.com/en

This tasty-looking Teac is a testament to
convenience. In addition to a built-in phono
stage, it offers a 16-bit disc archiving via USB and
has a manual three-speed dial, so there’s no need
to faff around adjusting the belt drive between
albums and singles.
Sonically, this turntable feels smooth and
easy-going, with a sharp, taut bass. Perhaps it’s
not the most detailed performer here, but the
presentation is still deliciously dynamic. The
S-shaped tone-arm also comes with a classy
Audio Technica AT95E MM cartridge.

Looking for something a little different? This
unconventional turntable features an uncoupled
motor and beautifully finished acrylic circular
chassis which sits on a triangle of spiky feet.
Pro-Ject players have a reputation for
definition and clarity, and the RPM 1 Carbon
doesn’t disappoint. The S-shaped tonearm, made
from carbon fibre, aluminium and resin, comes
with a Ortofon 2M Red MM cartridge – a combo
that delineates instruments with uncanny
precision. There’s no onboard phono stage, and
with no dust cover, it might be a pain to maintain.

Onkyo’s Direct Drive deck is a paean to classic
Japanese hi-fi design. From the low-maintenance
quartz-locked die-cast aluminium platter to
silvered 33 and 45RPM speed buttons, the deck
screams ’70s chic. The player ships with an Audio
Technica Moving Magnet cartridge, carried on an
S-shaped tone-arm, but it lacks an integrated
phono equaliser (if your amp is missing a dedicated
phono terminal, you’ll need a phono preamp).
Timing and stability are excellent. Playback has a
bold, definitive quality, with a balanced tonality.
This is retro done right.

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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ON SALE NOW!
AVAILABLE AT WHSMITH, MYFAVOURITEMAGAZINES.CO.UK
OR SIMPLY SEARCH FOR T3 IN YOUR DEVICE’S APP STORE
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Elite

THE SHORTLIST
p111

p110
p107

p108
p108
p111

p109
ISSUE 270 /
JULY 17

ONLY THE BEST OF THE BEST – LOVINGLY
CURATED BY OUR TEAM OF TECH EXPERTS
p106

if you’re lookinG for
The very beST Tech
available Today, you
have definiTely come
To The riGhT place.

EDITED BY
maTT bolTon

T3 Elite is the best gadget-buying
guide you will ever encounter. To
create it, we’ve ruthlessly filtered all
the categories that count, to bring
you rock-solid recommendations.
We’ve selected a Super Six of elite
gear for each of the categories

listed below. If something’s not
included, we don’t rate it – it’s that
simple. Each Super Six is ranked
in order, and the number-one
product makes it into The Elite
(p104), which is our pick of the 12
best products you can buy today.
To make your next purchase as
straightforward as possible, we’ve
also included useful buying advice,
and highlighted the hottest gear you
can get for £100 and under (p113).

p106

Inside
p111
Stay up to date
with the latest
gadget news and
reviews online
at t3.com
Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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The elite
Smartphones
Tablets
Tvs
Tv streamers
laptops
cameras

109
109
110
110
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home audio
headphones
Smartwatches
fitness trackers
Smart home
lifestyle tech
£100 hotlist
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THE SHORTLIST

01

03

02
04

Introducing
The Elite…
Welcome To T3’S ouTfiTTinG Service, home
of The 12 beST GadGeTS in The World Today
hether you’re a
seasoned tech
aficionado or this is the
first gadget magazine
you’ve purchased, The Elite is the
best possible place to start your
gadget-selection journey. Here we
present the best gadgets available
right now in 12 key categories,
to save you the hard work of doing
all the research yourself – in short,
if you’re starting from scratch and

W

want the very best there is,
The Elite is your new shopping list.
The Elite will only be updated
when something new emerges
that is capable of toppling an
existing product from its perch;
there may therefore be months
when the 12 products featured
here don’t change. But this is an
exclusive club, and only tech that
is capable of achieving a towering
standard of excellence gets in.

b E s t ta b l E t

b E s t s m a rt ph on E

01

SamSunG Galaxy
S8/S8+

samsung.com
PRICE From £689 TESTED T3 269
The S8 is a leap forward for phones. It looks
amazing, runs like a dream, and is packed
with fantastic features.
T3 SAYS A stunning design, powerful,
gorgeous screen… Samsung nailed it.

b E s t h om E aU D I o

02

ruark mr1 mk2

ruarkaudio.com
PRICE £329.99 TESTED T3 267
Ruark’s tiny speakers defy audio logic,
bringing music to life with a swish style. And
you won’t need audiophile kit to play your
tunes – just funnel tracks from
a smartphone or tablet over Bluetooth.
T3 SAYS Perfect for simple audio pleasures.

03

apple ipad

apple.com/uk
PRICE From £339 TESTED T3 269
Apple’s 9.7-inch tablet has a striking
display, lots of speed, superb battery life,
phenomenal app support, and top-notch
build quality, all for a seriously good price.
T3 SAYS An ideal family tablet for light apps
and media – quality at a great price.

b E s t h E a D ph on E s

04

akG n40

uk.akg.com
PRICE £349.99 TESTED T3 265
A flagship pair of in-ear headphones that
(almost) everyone can afford? Yes, they’re
a thing – AKG’s N40s offer all-round audio
greatness, thanks to supreme comfort
and superb, user-customisable sound.
T3 SAYS Top in-ears without the top price.

to read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more amazing tech, visit our website at t3.com
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09
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07

12

06

08

BEST TV

05

hiSenSe m5500

hisense.co.uk
PRICE £499 TESTED T3 265
Our previous top-slot TV was £3,500. This
model is a fraction of that, yet still offers all
the thrills one would look for in a new TV:
a strong 4K HDR picture with supporting
streaming services, and good looks.
T3 SAYS 4K HDR goodness on the cheap.

B E S T S M A RT WAT C H

06

apple WaTch
SerieS 2

apple.com/uk
PRICE From £369 TESTED T3 262
Apple has gone to town with its second-gen
Watch, bringing in GPS, a bunch of
new faces and impressive waterproofing.
T3 SAYS The Series 2 irons out previous
issues and adds some smart new features.

BEST TV STREAMER

07

roku 3

roku.com
PRICE £99 TESTED T3 240
It seems that nobody can hold a candle
to the original streaming box – the third
incarnation is powerful, feature-packed and
has loads of available content.
T3 SAYS The Roku 3 is the best choice
for freedom of entertainment.

B E S T F I T N E S S T R AC K E R

08

SamSunG
Gear fiT2

samsung.com
PRICE £169 TESTED T3 265
Samsung has dethroned the mighty
Microsoft with this awesome fitness tracker.
It does everything so well that
it even rivals a full-on sports watch.
T3 SAYS Get super-fit with the Gear Fit2.

BEST LAPTOP

microSofT
Surface
book WiTh
performance baSe

09

microsoftstore.com
PRICE From £2,249 TESTED T3 270
Fast for a 13-incher, has killer battery life,
and a super screen that’s also a tablet.
T3 SAYS Awesomely powerful and flexible.

B E S T C ON N E C T E D H OM E

10

neTaTmo preSence

netatmo.com
PRICE £249.99 TESTED T3 264
This isn’t your typical high-street security
camera. Not only does it look cool, but
video quality is stunning and it comes with
recognition tech – so no false phone alerts.
T3 SAYS This smart outdoor security cam is
perfect for protecting your home’s exterior.

BEST CAMER A

11

panaSonic
lumix Gx80

panasonic.co.uk
PRICE £549 TESTED T3 260
Considering its relatively low price tag, the
GX80 compact system camera punches well
about its weight, with incredible images,
classy retro looks and superb build quality.
T3 SAYS The best retro-styled CSC there is.

B E S T AU T OM O T I V E

12

porSche 718
boxSTer S

porsche.com/uk
PRICE From £53,714 TESTED T3 259
If you want the best convertible sports
car on the market right now (in the £50K
bracket, that is), look no further than this.
T3 SAYS Summer motoring at its finest; now
all you need is a stylish hat to go with it.

To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more amazing tech, visit our website at t3.com

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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SMARTPHONES / TABLETS

T3 SelecTS:

phone
GimbalS

T H E S U PE R S I X

smartphones

tablets

01

01

DJI Osmo
Mobile

02

03

Zhiyun
Z1-Smooth C
Designed
with larger
phones like the
iPhone 7+ in
mind – though
compatible with
smaller models
if you apply the
included spacer
– this is probably the most stable
and, yes, smooth gimbal you’re
likely to find. Low power
consumption means it’ll keep
shooting for hours on end.
£189, zhiyun-tech.com

04

05

Steadicam
Smoothee
There’s a
reason why
Steadicam’s
name is
synonymous
with smooth
video – the
company has
built its
reputation on pro products, and
this consumer phone (or GoPro)
counterweight is a great way to
neaten up your shots without
the oft-robotic smoothness of
battery-powered gimbals.
£79.99, tiffen.com
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SamSunG Galaxy
S8/S8+
samsung.com
PRICE From £689 TESTED T3 269
The S8 is a leap forward for phones. It looks
amazing, runs like a dream, and is packed
with fantastic features.
T3 SAYS A stunning design, powerful,
gorgeous screen… Samsung nailed it.

Take Super-STable
video and Shake-free
ShoTS in any locaTion

The drone
company’s
expertise in
stabilisation
comes into play
in this handy
handheld, which
includes active
tracking for
automatic selfie stabilisation and
a neat timelapse feature. Set it
down and set it off for smooth
sped-up pans, or try a 9-shot
panorama with the Osmo app.
£319, dji.com

T H E S U PE R S I X

06

iphone 7/7 pluS
apple.com/uk
PRICE From £599 TESTED T3 262
Water resistance, great haptic feedback
and an amazing camera set-up are just
some of the features on Apple’s stunning
new releases. Expensive but brilliant.
T3 SAYS If you can get past the lack of a
headphone socket, you have a winner here.

hTc 10
htc.com
PRICE £479 TESTED T3 256
HTC’s handset delivers the goods, with loads
of power, a responsive interface, great
battery life and incredible audio capabilities.
The camera is terrific, too.
T3 SAYS HTC’s flagship smartphone
absolutely lives up to the hype.

onepluS 3T
oneplus.net/uk
PRICE £399.99 TESTED T3 266
If you’re looking for a flagship plus-sized
phone with standout features like buckets
of power, great battery life and an amazing
screen – for nearly half the price of an
iPhone 7 – then look no further.
T3 SAYS An amazing phone for little money.

GooGle pixel
google.com
PRICE From £599 TESTED T3 263
If you can forgive the Pixel, and Google’s
plus-size handset the Pixel XL, for a lack
of de rigueur water resistance, this is one of
the best smartphones available today.
T3 SAYS Google’s first entry into the hotly
contested phone arena is a huge success.

vodafone
SmarT prime 7
vodafone.co.uk
PRICE £75 TESTED T3 257
Vodafone’s mobile runs on a recent version
of Android, has a great screen and power,
and you get a decent camera. But here’s the
biggie – it’s only £75! It’s a no-brainer.
T3 SAYS The handset bargain of the century.

apple ipad
apple.com/uk
PRICE From £339 TESTED T3 269
Apple’s 9.7-inch tablet has a striking
display, lots of speed, superb battery life,
phenomenal app support, and top-notch
build quality, all for a seriously good price.
T3 SAYS An ideal family tablet for light apps
and media – quality at a great price.

02

GooGle pixel c

03

SamSunG Tab S2

pixel.google.com
PRICE £299.99 TESTED N/A
Probably the best Android tablet you can
buy today, with a fabulous display, stacks of
power and a design that’ll turn heads when
you’re reading emails on the train.
T3 SAYS If you’re not inclined to go with
Apple, this is a brilliant alternative.

samsung.com
PRICE £299.99 TESTED N/A
Thinner and lighter than before, the Tab S2
also has a new-style 4:3 screen that’s great
for productivity but may not suit all tastes.
It’s available in eight- or 9.7-inch versions.
T3 SAYS Samsung’s ultra-light tablet is a
definite iPad challenger.

04

kindle oaSiS

05

apple ipad pro

06

SamSunG Tab S3

amazon.co.uk
PRICE From £269.99 TESTED T3 257
The Oasis is clearly aimed at people
who want the best regardless of price.
Battery life takes a hit, and it’s expensive,
but it’s faster, lighter and more impressive
than any other e-reader out there now.
T3 SAYS The best e-reader money can buy.

apple.com
PRICE From £549 TESTED T3 250
It’s not a laptop replacement but the Pro is a
supreme version of the standard iPad, with a
massive screen plus awesome power
and accessories. You’ll get the best media
and apps experience you’ve ever had.
T3 SAYS The powerful Pro is a top tablet.

samsung.com
PRICE From £599.99 TESTED T3 269
Samsung’s high-end tablet comes with an
S Pen stylus that’s great for notes, has a
lush 9.7-inch HDR display, and is fast and
powerful, while being thin and light enough
to carry with you everywhere.
T3 SAYS A great premium Android slate.

to read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more, visit t3.com

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

Elite

THE SHORTLIST
T H E S U PE R S I X

T H E S U PE R S I X

TVs

TV streamers

01

01

02

hiSenSe m5500
hisense.co.uk
PRICE £499 TESTED T3 265
Looking for a next-gen TV but don’t want
to stump up more than £500? Then step
this way – the M5500 boasts a beautiful
4K HDR picture and comes with essential
4K streaming apps like Netflix and Amazon.
T3 SAYS A super screen on the cheap.

philipS 9000
SerieS 901f

02

philips.co.uk
PRICE £2,499 TESTED T3 268
Philips’ 55-inch OLED TV offers stunning
OLED 4K HDR performance, top audio from
its soundbar, and we love its Ambilight.
T3 SAYS Spectacular OLED 4K HDR images,
with superb sound, and Ambilight tech.

03

04

05

06

panaSonic Tx-65dx902b
panasonic.co.uk
PRICE £2,499 TESTED T3 258
This big 4K beast certainly has the wow
factor, delivering stunning picture clarity,
terrific sound and a range of features that
include Netflix and Amazon streaming.
T3 SAYS Getting the cinema experience
on your home TV has never been closer.

Sony kd-65Zd9
sony.co.uk
PRICE £4,000 TESTED T3 263
An amazing panel that not only looks
incredible, but is equipped with Sony’s
Backlight Master Drive technology, meaning
4K HDR content is jaw-droppingly good.
T3 SAYS If you want to make the most of
4K HDR content, this is the screen for you.

philipS 55puT6400
philips.co.uk
PRICE £579 TESTED T3 255
Another 4K bargain – this Philips isn’t
quite up there with the Hisense at number
one, but with loads of good features and
stylish good looks, it isn’t far behind.
T3 SAYS A Philips 4K TV for just under £600.
What are you waiting for?

lG SiGnaTure W7
lg.com
PRICE £8,000 TESTED T3 270
This is the most amazing-looking 4K HDR
TV we’ve ever seen at just 2.57mm thick (it
attaches to the wall using magnets!), and
the image quality is just fantastic too.
T3 SAYS It’s expensive, but it’s a status
symbol that’s also a near-perfect 4K TV.

roku 3
roku.com
PRICE £63.69 TESTED T3 240
Between the high amount of content
available, a responsive interface and a
remote with a built-in audio jack for private
listening, there’s simply no better player.
T3 SAYS The Roku 3 is the best choice
for freedom of entertainment.

ulTraWide
ScreenS
immerSe yourSelf
in movieS and GameS
WiTh a 21:9 moniTor

panaSonic dmp-ub900
panasonic.co.uk
PRICE £437.73 TESTED T3 257
This 4K Blu-ray flagship player dazzles with
UHD HDR – you get awesome images and
audio via 4K Blu-ray discs, with access to 4K
Netflix and Amazon Instant Video.
T3 SAYS Take movie-viewing to the next
level with Panasonic’s 4K Blu-ray player.

03

GooGle chromecaST

04

roku STreaminG STick

google.com
PRICE £30 TESTED T3 252
A simple yet brilliant TV-streaming gadget
that can do it all – and that includes casting
a screen straight from your gadgets.
There’s no remote; you use an app instead.
T3 SAYS Funky, simple and effective, this is
a great alternative to the Roku streamers.

roku.com
PRICE £39 TESTED T3 252
The Streaming Stick apes much of the ability
of its bigger brother – the Roku 3 (above) –
in a smaller, more simplified package. It
even comes with a remote.
T3 SAYS This Wi-Fi-only Roku offers top
TV thrills for less than 40 quid.

LG 38UC99-W
Designed for professionals –
but why should they have all the
fun – this curved beauty offers a
huge 3840 x 1600 resolution and
outputs 99 per cent of the sRGB
colour space over its 38-inch face.
You can even connect two devices
at once and bisect the screen.
£1,199, lg.com

Dell U3415W
It may be smaller and older than
LG’s offering, but Dell’s reputation
in the screen space is well-earned.
This 3440 x 1440 panel produces
the full sRGB colour gamut, with a
nice 750:1 contrast ratio to match.
If you’re watching high-end
content, this is the best choice.
£660, dell.com

05

noW Tv box

06

apple Tv

Asus ROG PG348Q

apple.com/uk
PRICE £139 TESTED N/A
Apple TV works flawlessly with Apple’s
own-brand tech, meaning you’ll be able to
peruse selected online content natively,
and mirror any other content using AirPlay.
T3 SAYS A good option for integrating
perfectly with other Apple devices.

Calmer in curve than the other
two here, and specifically tuned to
gamers, Asus’ prime ultrawide
screen offers a flicker-free 100Hz
refresh rate – although if you (or
your games) are more comfortable
at 60Hz, you can switch modes
with the press of a single button.
£990, asus.com

nowtv.com
PRICE £14.99 TESTED N/A
If you want Sky but can’t get a dish, this is
a great option, enabling you to choose the
TV subscription you want. Or you can watch
terrestrial catch-up channels for free.
T3 SAYS For those who want to add a little
smart to their TV, this is a cheap option.

To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more, visit t3.com

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54
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LAPTOPS / CAMERAS

T3 SelecTS:

Speedy raid
SToraGe

T H E S U PE R S I X

laptops

cameras

01

01

STore your daTa faST
and keep iT Safe

LaCie 12big Thunderbolt 3

dell.com
PRICE From £1,149 TESTED N/A
The XPS 13 is brilliantly designed and
outperforms its rivals under the hood. The
infinity display gives you the expanse of
a 13.3-inch screen on an 11.9-inch laptop.
T3 SAYS With its fantastic performance and
build, it’ll serve you well for years to come.

apple macbook pro

04

microSofT
Surface pro 4

apple.com/uk
PRICE From £1,749 TESTED T3 264
Supremely powerful with loads of
innovation, including USB-C and that
brilliant Touch Bar... But come on Apple,
give us back that glowing Apple logo!
T3 SAYS The ultimate laptop for any task.
It’s pricey, but worth every penny.

02

05

Drobo 5D

06

hp SpecTre 13
pcworld.co.uk
PRICE From £1,149.99 TESTED T3 258
Stunning looks are married to a premium
spec sheet, but the battery life could be
better and you only get a Full HD screen.
T3 SAYS There are one or two negatives,
but you get outstanding performance,
future-proofing and a gorgeous design.

microSofT
Surface book
microsoftstore.com
PRICE £1,299 TESTED T3 253
Microsoft’s next-level hybrid offers a flexible
keyboard hinge and a detachable screen
– it serves as both a tablet and a laptop.
Nice looks, screen and power, but it’s pricey.
T3 says The ultimate hybrid for work or play.

panaSonic lumix Gx80
panasonic.co.uk
PRICE £549 TESTED T3 260
With top-class image results, brilliant build
quality and handling, not to mention an
extensive range of features, you get a lot
for your money with this Panasonic.
T3 SAYS In terms of bang for your buck,
the Lumix GX80 is the best retro-styled CSC.

olympuS pen-f
olympus.co.uk
PRICE £1,705.99 (body only) TESTED T3 256
Olympus’s first digital rangefinder-style
camera boasts lots of manual options and
pro results. And we love the retro looks, with
styling taken from the original PEN-F.
T3 SAYS Replace your phone and DSLR with
this swish, interchangeable-lens compact.

03

Gopro hero 5 black

04

Garmin virb ulTra 30

05

leica Tl

microsoftstore.com
PRICE From £989 TESTED T3 252
A sleek design, a bright display, an upgraded
pen and plentiful power make the Pro 4
a brilliant choice for productive commuters.
T3 SAYS Microsoft has arguably made the
best Windows tablet there is.

A more reasonable option,
though this outlay is for the
Thunderbolt 3 enclosure only –
you’ll have to fill it with storage
potential yourself. Expect to pay
about £250 for each 8TB drive,
and don’t skimp on speed –
7,200RPM is an absolute must.
$379/£293, akitio.com
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dell xpS 13

03

Akitio Thunder3 Duo Pro

With space for five drives and
some serious technical wizardry on
board, Drobo’s multi-drive solution
is perfect if safety is your main
concern. You can add drives with
no reconfiguring, and swap out
dead ones with no data loss.
£708, drobo.com

microSofT
Surface book WiTh
performance baSe
microsoftstore.com
PRICE From £2,249 TESTED T3 270
This 13.5-inch notebook is powerful for its
size, has killer battery life, and a super
screen that’s also a tablet. It’s fantastic.
T3 SAYS Awesomely powerful and flexible.

02
If you’re investing more than
five grand in pro-storage, you’ll
expect the best. The Thunderbolt
3-compatible 12big can daisychain a pair of 4K monitors, copy an
hour of 4K footage in five minutes,
and store up to 120TB of data.
From £5,649 (48TB), lacie.co.uk

T H E S U PE R S I X

06

gopro.com
PRICE £399.99 TESTED T3 268
The caseless GoPro has clear 4K/30fps
video (with 2.7k/60fps for best all-round
use), rich stereo audio, video stabilisation
and a vivid two-inch touchscreen.
T3 SAYS GoPro continues its domination of
the action cam arena with its latest cam.

garmin.com
PRICE £389.99 TESTED T3 268
Garmin’s lightweight action cam is capable
of filming up to 4K/30fps or snapping 12MP
still pics with its one-touch controls, or you
can go use voice commands instead.
There’s also image stabilisation and GPS.
T3 SAYS A top action cam for the outdoors.

leica-camera.com
PRICE £1,450 TESTED T3 266
If you’re looking at a way of entering into the
desirable Leica fold, this could be it – for a
surprisingly un-Leica-like price, you get an
interchangeable lens, a large APS-C sensor
and a minimalist aluminium body.
T3 SAYS A high-quality luxury snapper.

leica SoforT
leica-camera.com
PRICE £229 TESTED T3 262
Unsurprisingly, Leica’s Sofort is rather pricey
as instant cameras go, but it’s well worth it.
It’s responsive, with intuitive controls and a
sweet extending lens.
T3 SAYS Think instant cameras are cheesy?
The Sofort will make you think again.

to read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more, visit t3.com
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T H E S U PE R S I X

T H E S U PE R S I X

Home audio

Headphones

01

01

02

03

04

05

ruark mr1 mk2
ruarkaudio.com
PRICE £329.99 TESTED T3 267
Ruark’s second-gen Bluetooth bookshelf
speakers look stunning and have the
audio performance to match, belying their
miniature size. They can also be plugged
into a TV or console, for a big sound boost.
T3 SAYS Great looks, great sound.

denon heoS hS2
denon.co.uk
PRICE From £376 TESTED T3 267
Last time T3 reviewed multi-room systems,
HEOS took the honours, and history has
repeated itself – the HS2 is easy to set up,
has great build quality and now sounds even
better with support for 24-bit high-res audio.
T3 SAYS Hi-res multi-room audio at its best.

dali kaTch
katchspeaker.com
PRICE £329 TESTED T3 265
This high-end portable Bluetooth speaker
from Danish audio connoisseur Dali is
worth every bit of the lofty asking price –
it sounds incredible for its size, looks great
and battery life is a stonking 24 hours!
T3 SAYS Pricey but perfect portable speaker.

boSe SoundTouch 300
bose.co.uk
PRICE £600 TESTED T3 269
This soundbar is a real looker with a glass
and aluminium build, has great connections
(including 4K HDMI) and sounds absolutely
fantastic, giving your movies a cinema audio
feel thanks to its easy calibration system.
T3 SAYS The perfect home cinema upgrade.

devialeT
Gold phanTom

02

reGa planar 2
rega.co.uk
PRICE £375 TESTED T3 270
Get on board with the vinyl revolution with
this design classic. This turntable looks
super-cool, sounds absolutely fantastic,
and is no hassle at all to get up and running.
T3 SAYS An excellent-value record player
that will get you right into the groove.

uk.akg.com
PRICE £349.99 TESTED T3 265
With top-notch sound, comfort and quality,
and a personalised listening experience
thanks to exchangeable filters that let
you tune your audio, you won’t find a better
pair of in-ear headphones for the price.
T3 SAYS Ideal in-ears for audio enthusiasts.

03

04

Shure Se846
shure.co.uk
PRICE £586 TESTED T3 255
Four balanced-armature drivers and
‘True Subwoofer’ tech offer supreme sound,
while the light, ergonomic bodywork and
stiff over-ear cables give great comfort.
T3 SAYS The Rolls-Royce of in-ear
headphones, for those who can afford it.

planTronicS
backbeaT pro

Yamaha WXAD-10
This little box may not fit into
a standard hi-fi setup, but it’s an
inexpensive way to add Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi streaming (including
AirPlay all the important streaming
services) at up to 24-bit, 192kHz
quality. And it works with Yamaha’s
MusicCast multi-room system.
£149, europe.yamaha.com

Pioneer N-50A
If you can pick this up for £350
– and we’ve definitely seen it listed
that low – it’s an absolute bargain,
with Pioneer’s excellent integrated
interface, a proper remote control,
and a great upsampler to improve
those lower-res tunes. You’ll need
to purchase wireless separately.
£565, pioneer-audiovisual.eu/uk

plantronics.com
PRICE £133 TESTED T3 261
While they don’t have the looks of more
expensive headphones, the Backbeat
Pros are loaded with features and sound
stunning, if a little heavy on the bass.
T3 SAYS Top-notch noise-cancelling cans.

06

boSe
QuieTcomforT 35
bose.co.uk
PRICE £290 TESTED T3 261
Low on features, and subtle with a capital S,
these noise-cancelling cans don’t scream
premium, but they’re comfortable
to wear and the sound is breathtaking.
T3 SAYS Brilliant-sounding wireless cans.

To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more, visit t3.com

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

maximum fideliTy
To your hi-fi WiTh
maximum convenience

jabra SporT
pulSe WireleSS
jabra.co.uk
PRICE £99.99 TESTED T3 245
Ideal for sports, these offer immersive
sound, effective isolation and even an
in-ear coach for stats and motivation.
T3 SAYS In-ear ’phones for athletes wanting
better sounds and a thorough workout.

05

hi-reS muSic
STreamerS

STeelSerieS
Siberia 840
steelseries.com
PRICE £299.99 TESTED T3 265
A high-end wireless gaming headset with
optical audio for premium sound quality,
plus a superb fit and finish. Suitable for all
gamers, whether you play PC, Xbox or PS4.
T3 SAYS The ultimate gaming headset.

en.devialet.com
PRICE £2,190 TESTED T3 259
With spectacular sound and stunning looks,
the Gold Phantom is a technical marvel,
but you’ll need two to make the most of
the experience – a snip at £2,190 each.
T3 SAYS A thing of audio brilliance.

06

akG n40

T3 SelecTS:

Arcam rPlay
Making use of the DTS PlayFi
streaming platform, Arcam’s latest
r-series device goes simple on the
external design but is plenty
complex inside. Stream up to
192kHz files, and why not buy a
few more for trouble-free high-res
multiroom enjoyment?
£399, arcam.co.uk
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SMARTWATCHES / FITNESS TRACKERS

T3 SelecTS:

SporTS
WearableS

T H E S U PE R S I X

smartwatches

Fitness trackers

01

01

hoW To look your beST
While GeTTinG and
feelinG fiT

03

apple WaTch

Packed with the usual swathe
of sensors – from heart rate to
step cadence – and imbued with
Harmon/Kardon audio, these are
solid fitness-tracking earphones.
The Vi bit, though, is what makes
this super-cool: it’s an AI fitness
coach, helping you push on.
$249/£193, getvi.com
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mondaine.com
PRICE £650 Tested T3 259
The Helvetica 1 is stunning on the wrist and
packed with smarts, including fitness and
sleep tracking contained within a sub-dial
at the bottom – though further notifications
can be found within the phone app.
T3 SAYS A stunning and smart timepiece.

apple.com/uk
PRICE From £269 TESTED T3 242
Recently superseded by the superior
second-generation Watch, Apple’s original
wearable still has a lot to offer, and it’s £100
cheaper than the newer version.
T3 SAYS Loads of apps, acres of style – this
is the smart way of joining the Watch club.

TaG heuer connecTed
modular 45

02

03

04

tagheuer.com
PRICE From £1,450 TESTED T3 270
A smart watch with classic pedigree (and a
price tag to match), this Android Wear 2.0
device offers beautiful unique watch faces,
great looks, and doesn’t skimp on features.
T3 SAYS Pricey, but a truly excellent watch.

Myontec Mbody AllSport

Lifebeam Vi

apple.com/uk
PRICE From £369 TESTED T3 262
Apple’s wearable now packs GPS, water
resistance for swim tracking, and even more
styles – not to mention the ace watchOS 3,
which keeps everything ticking over.
T3 SAYS Apple has nailed it this time – the
Series 2 is the best smartwatch around.

mondaine helveTica 1

04
Figure-hugging and offering
elastic compression in three
dimensions, Myontec’s fancy
fitness shorts measure everything
from training metrics to data on
muscle load through Bluetoothinterfaced MCell smart device.
€769/£648, mbody.fi

apple WaTch SerieS 2

02
Zepp Golf 2
If your swing needs a bit of
work, you can’t beat the keen eye
of a pro. Zepp’s sensor, which
attaches to your right glove, offers
3D analysis of your stroke along
with a course mode that tracks
your form through a whole round.
£129.99, zepp.com

T H E S U PE R S I X

05

06

caSio WSd-f20
wsd.casio.com
PRICE £450 TESTED T3 270
Designed for the active, this chunky
smartwatch offers military-level ruggedness
and waterproofing, as well as GPS and even
offline maps, all powered by Android Wear
2.0. Ideal for adventurous tech-heads.
T3 SAYS Chunky, but very, very capable.

SamSunG Gear
S3 claSSic
samsung.com
PRICE £349 TESTED T3 270
Samsung’s Tizen platform is light on apps,
but this smartwatch is still really clever. We
love the rotating bezel for navigation.
T3 SAYS A great take on how smartwatches
should work – it’ll shine with more apps.

SamSunG Gear fiT2
samsung.com
PRICE £179 TESTED T3 265
The Fit2 is a game-changing fitness tracker.
It looks ace, with a colour touchscreen, but
here’s the best bit: it has activity-tracker
and sportswatch abilities, bypassing the
need to have a phone on you altogether.
T3 SAYS The first true smart fitness tracker.

microSofT band 2
microsoft.com
PRICE £184.99 TESTED T3 256
The Band 2 is packed with great features for
activity and sleep tracking, with an optical
HR monitor, 11 sensors – including GPS and
a barometer – and a brilliant AMOLED screen.
T3 SAYS Microsoft has launched the ultimate
couch-to-5K-finishing-line fitness band.

Garmin vivomove
garmin.com/en-gb
PRICE £139.99 TESTED T3 259
Pairing classic looks with fitness-tracking
credentials, the Vivomove is one to take to
work and the gym, with a dial for steps and a
subtle white bar for progress notifications.
T3 SAYS No phone notifications but you get
great looks and basic fitness tracking.

WiThinGS
acTiviTe STeel
withings.com/uk
PRICE £139.95 TESTED T3 259
The latest entry from the king of covert
smart features, the Steel is stylish and
offers simple fitness tracking a la the
Vivomove, plus eight months’ battery life.
T3 SAYS A cool watch with fitness tracking.

05

06

WiThinGS Go
withings.com/uk
PRICE £49.95 TESTED T3 257
The Withings Go has a big attitude for such a
small device. Battery life is impressive and
activity tracking is accurate, but its main
feature is the always-on e-ink display that
gives you clear feedback on your activities.
T3 SAYS A simple but unique wearable.

fiTbiT blaZe
fitbit.com/uk
PRICE £149.95 TESTED T3 254
Although it’s lacking GPS, Fitbit’s latest
“smart fitness watch” is feature-packed
and attractive, while having a great screen
and a smartwatch-busting five-day battery.
T3 SAYS A great wearable that straddles
the smartwatch/fitness-tracker divide.

to read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more, visit t3.com
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Smart home

Lifestyle tech
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neTaTmo preSence
netatmo.com
PRICE £249.99 TESTED T3 264
The smartest outdoor security camera
around, Netatmo’s Presence offers people/
car/animal detection, to minimise false
alarms (ie the light only comes on when
it matters). 1080p video is top-notch, too.
T3 SAYS The perfect cam for mean streets.

honeyWell evo
getconnected.honeywell.com
PRICE From £249 TESTED T3 264
The Evo might not be quite as en vogue as
a modern thermostat, but it’s very smart.
Standout features include a huge TFT
touchscreen and an app that gives you fine
control over every radiator in your home.
T3 SAYS The smartest way to heat a home.

playSTaTion 4 pro
sony.co.uk
PRICE £349 TESTED T3 264
The standard PS4 looks snazzier, but
the Pro has it beat elsewhere. It delivers
life-like 4K graphics, while the 1TB hard
drive ensures you can store all your games.
T3 SAYS If you’re set up for 4K HDR in your
living room, a PS4 Pro is a must-buy.

GooGle Wifi
madeby.google.com
PRICE From £129 TESTED T3 270
Are your walls too thick to let wireless pass
through? Then you need Google Wifi - it’s
easy to set up and will boost your home’s
Wi-Fi - perfect for the modern smart home.
T3 SAYS Fix your Wi-Fi woes and get a
speedy connection anywhere in the home.

juicy reTreaTS
jr-8000S

porsche.com/uk
PRICE From £50,695 TESTED T3 259
With jaw-dropping looks, perfect handling
and a 12-second roof, there’s little wrong
with the latest Boxster – though the turbo
flat-four might not be to everyone’s taste.
T3 SAYS The drop-top to drop your cash on.

02

03

canary
canary.is
PRICE £160 TESTED T3 254
Though a little on the hefty side, the Canary
looks slick. It offers excellent 1080p video
day or night, and motion-triggered events,
while the app is feature-packed and intuitive.
T3 SAYS The Canary is the best all-round
connected security camera you can get.

Tiny airborne TerrorS
ThaT fiT riGhT in
your pockeT

Snooper dvr-4hd
snooper.co.uk
PRICE £129.99 TESTED T3 263
As well as a sharp 1080p image for
recordings, Snooper’s dash-cam offers
speed detection, forward-collision
alerts and lane-departure warnings,
and has a superb 2.7-inch touchscreen.
T3 SAYS The king of the dash-cam.

The norTh face
acceSS pack

04

Cheerson CX-10 Mini
A ten-minute charge time (for
six to eight minutes of flight) and a
surprising lick of speed make this
dinky drone the perfect choice for
new fliers with sharp eyesight. It
even has built-in stunts; hold the
shoulder button on the controller,
then tap a direction to get fancy.
£13.99, amazon.co.uk

05

dji phanTom 4 pro
dji.com
PRICE £1,589 TESTED T3 265
Pricey though it may be, DJI’s latest drone
delivers the full works for aerial
photography, whether you’re an amateur or
aspiring professional, with enhanced
obstacle sensing and a superb camera.
T3 SAYS The dream drone for movie makers.

archoS airWheel urban
e-ScooTer

GoolRC Mini UFO Drone
Protected by built-in rotor
guards, this drone – which you’ll
also find marketed under other
brands like Eagine and Sgile – is
surprisingly complex for its price.
It includes a single-button ‘return
home’ function, and you can pull
off flips with ease.
£19.99, goolrc.com

archos.com
PRICE £699.99 TESTED T3 267
Lightweight and powerful, this funky
foldable is good for 18 miles of fun (on
private land) at up to 12MPH – all from a
single charge. It’s simple to operate, too.
T3 SAYS Small wheels, massive fun!

06

navdy

Blade Inductrix FPV

navdy.com
PRICE £599 TESTED T3 267
The future of in-car technology, as far as
we’re concerned – Navdy’s augmented
driving companion gives you a heads-up
display for speed, sat-nav and more. It’s
essential for car fans wanting an upgrade.
T3 SAYS Pricey but essential in-car tech.

About as small as you’ll get for a
first-person view drone, though
this one is probably best kept
indoors. There’s an active modding
community, so you can upgrade its
motors if you’re after more speed.
You’ll need to supply your own
transmitter and goggles.
£85, bladehelis.com

To read more detailed reviews of these gadgets and lots more, visit t3.com

Get 3 issues of T3 for just £6! See p54

micro droneS

thenorthface.com
PRICE £215 TESTED T3 262
The Access Pack gives you quick, erm,
access to your tech thanks to its ingenious
one-touch entry system, while a sturdy
exoskeleton offers extra protection.
T3 SAYS Rapid gadget access on the move.

juicyretreats.com
PRICE £199.98 TESTED T3 266
The master of masticating, the JR-8000S
uses an Advance Squeeze Technology
System to make light work of whole foods,
giving you maximum juice with little waste.
T3 SAYS A seriously potent slow juicer.
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THE SHORTLIST

£100

01

02

Hotlist
TREAT YOURSELF TO SOMETHING NEW WITH OUR
ROUND-UP OF THE BEST KIT FOR £100 AND UNDER
ou don’t always have to
spend big money to get
something you’ll love to
bits. That’s why we’ve
put together a list of our favourite
products for £100 and under. Some
of our chosen gadgets also happen
to be the best things you can get in

Y

03

their particular category, others are
great-value alternatives to bigger
ticket purchases, but all are brilliant
products we’d be happy to use
ourselves. So next time you get paid
and there’s spare cash burning a
hole in your trouser pocket, make
sure you consult T3’s £100 Hotlist!

T H E S U PE R S I X
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04

TUMI GLOBAL NYLON
DOUBLE BILLFOLD

ELEVATION LAB
BATTERYPRO

uk.tumi.com
PRICE £85
Made of a proprietary ballistic nylon blend
for maximum money protection, Tumi’s
wallet is a classy addition to any discerning
pocket with room for notes and cards.
T3 SAYS Safety conscious? Use the redlined pockets to shield RFID cards.

elevationlab.com
PRICE $99/£77
This 8,000mAh battery is ingenious for
people who own an Apple Watch and
iPhone: it’ll charge your phone by USB,
and your Watch at the same time.
T3 SAYS: Use the stow strap to hold the
Watch in place on the move.

02

05

ASPINAL OF LONDON
IPAD MINI SLEEVE

GHOSTEK EARBLADES

aspinaloflondon.com
PRICE £75
Emboldened with gold lettering and neatly
textured, this snug fitting leather sleeve is
luxuriously suede-lined to keep the smallest
iPad in the finest comfort.
T3 SAYS This is the classiest way to keep
your screen scratch free.

06

ghostekproducts.com
PRICE £41.99
Make a definitive style statement with
this angular Bluetooth headset, which
combines in-ear with over-ear design by
hiding a pair of snug-fitting buds behind
its distinctive blades.
T3 SAYS IP66 water resistance means you
can get sweaty in confidence.

03

06

MARPAC ROHM

CROWN CLASSIC WHITE
LED TRAINERS

marpac.com
PRICE £29.99
Struggling to drift off to sleep every night?
Hang the diminutive Rohm from a door
handle and it will soothe you with your
choice of two varieties of white noise or
the gentle wash of rolling surf.
T3 SAYS USB chargeable and superportable for maximum convenience.

crown-shoes.com
PRICE €109.90/£93
With 13 selectable colour modes and
an eight-hour battery life, these RGB
illuminated kicks are charged by a subtle
hidden USB port behind the top eyelet.
T3 SAYS We wouldn’t wash them, but
they’re fine for a splash in the rain.
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A MODERN
CLASSIC
THE ORIGINAL MINI WAS A MASTERPIECE OF
DESIGN. FAST-FORWARD 58 YEARS AND IT’S BEEN
REBORN: CUE THE MINI REMASTERED WHICH COMES
WITH APPLE CARPLAY AND A £65K PRICE TAG

SAY AGAIN?
Indeed. Despite the original car’s
affordability for the masses, the
Mini Remastered is anything but.
That said, if you want to own the
legend, and you want one that
looks like it just rolled off the
factory line, then this is one of
the best ways to get it.

LAVISH LAYOUT
The interior is hand-trimmed, with
bespoke leather seats, Smiths dials
and a classic Moto Lita steering
wheel. The car is also specially
sound-proofed for extra refinement.

SMALL & SMART
The original Mini
didn’t even have a radio,
but this version comes
with a modern infotainment
and navigation system
integrated within the
dash. It features a large
touchscreen, Android Auto
and Apple CarPlay, USB
connectivity and more.

OUT WITH THE OLD…

OLD BUT NEW

The Remastered retains the
original car’s charm but with
21st century touches like LED
rear lights and turn signals
built into the wing mirrors.

Despite the hefty price tag, the
Remastered is not a one off. This
is a scratch-built car which will
be made in low numbers by David
Brown Automotive – an expert
Coachbuilding company.

SPLENDID JOB

TAILOR MADE

The Remastered uses all-new body
panels. It’s de-seamed to smooth
lines, while shut lines are minimised.
This Mini is miles apart from the
original in terms of build quality.

Each car can be personalised to the
owner’s specification, including
exterior paint, interior trim and
wheels. To find out more, go to
davidbrownautomotive.com

nexT iSSue iS on Sale friday 7 july
feel the heat with T3’s summer tech special – perfect gadgets for fun in the sun!
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